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u AUTOMANIA

PRODUCING AND SELLING CARS

AUTOMANIA

WHAT DO FUTURE CUSTOMERS WANT?
Automania is a tactical development
game, designed by the Norwegian designer team Kristian Amundsen Østby
and Kenneth Minde, published by the
Norwegian company Aporta Games.
Players represent automobile companies that try to produce high-image
cars with an equally high margin of
profit and to sell them. Currently the
automobile industry is experiencing one of its biggest restructuring
periods in its entire history. In Automania, however, neither the issues of
E-Mobility nor autonomous driving or
Diesel scandal are broached. We try to
build cards in the classic way, driven
by combustion engines and driven by
humans, albeit being high-capacity,
environmental friendly, dynamically
moving and safe while offering lots of
room for baggage. As one car cannot
meet all those demands on the same
top level, we need to observe the two
markets that come into play, the USAmerican market and the European
Market.
The game is played in four rounds
which all basically follow the same
scheme of events. At the start of each
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round a display of 4x4 randomly chosen square tiles is laid out. Each tile
either features a machine for a production line - allowing players to build
better cards - or a beautification feature - which also enhances the values
of cards - or assistants offering various
types of assistance instantly or onceonly bonuses like money or victory
points.
Above and to the left of the tile grid
you find nine action spaces, one each
for row and column and one more in
the left hand top corner. Every player
has a certain number of worker meeples, this number can be raised during
the game with assistants. In a given sequence players will resolve one action,
one after the other, which continues
around the table until all players pass
their turn - so far so worker placement
standard.
If you want to do an action, you choose
one of the nine action spaces. When
the chosen space is empty, you place
one worker there. When the space is
already occupied you must place one
worker more than currently in place in

the space. The ousted player takes his
workers back. You cannot oust yourself! After placement, you choose one
of the tiles in the column or row corresponding to the action space and put
it on your own board. When no tile is
available in row or column, you cannot
choose the action, but you can choose
the top left corner space where you
cannot take a tile.
Then you resolve the action corresponding to the chosen action space.
On seven of the nine spaces, you produce a car, the remaining two action
spaces enable you to pick up an order
which will give you points at the end of
the game if you meet the order.
Markus Wawra
I really like games where I have to take multidimensional
decisions. With each action, I need to evaluate short-term
and long-term effects as well as my fellow players and my
available resources, represented by workers and money.
Highly interactive, very tactical and also strategic - that is
how Automania plays and I like to put it on the table.

When producing cars, you need to pay
attention first to the choice of which
class of car you want to produce. There
are three classes of cars: City cars, family cars and super cars. Each player
has his own board featuring one production line for each class of cars. The
line for city cards has two station and
a city car only costs one money unit
to produce; a family car line has three
stations and the car costs two units,

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37
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This car production is the heart of the
game and absolutely interactive. There
is only one available slot for each car
value; if another player sells a car of my
value before I can do it, I must sell my
car for less. In the selection of action
cases and the subsequent choice of
tiles to take the choices are narrowing
quickly, because the selection is very
limited. Therefore, in each choice of actions players are forced to take a multidimensional decision and to choose
between short-term success and longterm bonuses, and must do so from
the first action in the first round! Therefore, boredom never enters the game
unless players take too much time to
ponder their choices; usually decisions
are taking quickly without missing out
on strategic thinking.

of worker placement games, but is,
however, refreshingly different. The
graphic design is somewhat childish
and thus somewhat belies the depth of
the game, but is nice and clear all the
same. The rules are well written, too,
and don’t leave any question unanswered, but the could be more clearly
structured all the same. þ
Markus Wawra

INFORMATION
Designer: K. A. Østby, K. Minde
Artist: Gjermund Bohne
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Aporta Games 2016
www.aportagames.com

2-4
AGE:

12+
TIME:

120+

EVALUATION
Development, worker placement
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no

Compares to:
Automobile
Other editions:
First edition 2015, Aporta Games

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

My lines for WIN
Dagmar de Cassan, Editor -in-Chief

The January issue will be again on time in January - that was announced in the December
issue, but due to family events we did not manage it - we will keep trying to get back to our
schedule and say thank you for your patience.
When you read this issue, the Nuremberg
Toy Fair has come and gone, as usual there
were spectacular novelties and also new record numbers of exhibitors, visitors and new
releases.
A few of these releases have already arrived
and some will be available soon at our games
evenings, so, if you want to play with us, too,
please attend our games evenings, every
Tuesday and Thursday in our venue Go7, we
look forward to try out fantastic new games
with you!
Please recommend our journal to your family,
friends, colleagues or acquaintances so that
all can get to know us who love to play card
and board games and who want to be kept
informed on current releases.
We offer a balances selection from the
thousands of games published every year.
We want you to have as much fun reading as
we have in compiling the journal.

Comments:
Second edition * Interesting mechanisms
* Interlocking action options * Interactive *
Attractive components

Summing up, I would state that Automania is a beautiful, felicitous and very
good game. If shines with an interesting mechanism, which without doubt
needs to be put into the wide range
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PLAYERS:

We, Dagmar and Ferdinand de Cassan, will
have fun with WIN in 2017, in its 41st year,
and cordially invite you to share this fun, as
we will try to share our delight in games and
in compiling WIN. Reading the journal is free
of charge currently, but please note our (c)
copyright.
My rating:

and the super car line has four station
and the cost is three money units. Each
station has room for one machine, enhancing one of five features - Power,
Environmental friendliness, Driving
dynamics, Luggage storage or Safety.
Then you decide on selling the car to
Europe or to America, depending on
the market the features are worth different amounts, you add the value of
the stations for the car, add bonuses
from assistants and beautifications
and arrive at the value of car, which
can be raised also by the deployment
of workers. The higher the car value
the higher the revenue of money and
victory points, at the end of the round,
depending on the market.

REVIEW

You find all issues at
http://www.gamesjournal.at
See also http:// www.spielehandbuch.at þ
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u CAMEL UP CARDS

WIN, PLACE & SHOW, FENNET & PALM TREE

CAMEL UP CARDS
A RACE OF CAMELS IN THE DESERT
It is amazing to see how today the most popular games are immediately cloned with a “card”
version, and Camel Up is no exception: while
waiting now for the “dice” version too, let’s have a
look at this card game designed mainly for families or casual players. Expert players will probably
discard the idea of trying it, but I recommend to
keep it available anyway when there is half an
hour still available after the main “dish” or when
someone is late in the evening session: it is really
a simple game, but not a simplistic one and the
round’s choice of cards to play is interesting.
Camel Up the Card Game includes 110 cards and
5 wooden camels (same size and colors of the
original game) but adds a “Fennec” (a red desert fox) and a Palm (green) that we will consider
later. All the components are of good quality,
but I still suggest to use transparent sleeves to
preserve the cards, because they are very much
manipulated.
Before the start, the players have to check the
“set-up card” provided for that number of competitors: it explains how long the track should be
and how many cards should be distributed. Then
the camels are placed on the track turning five
“race cards” and pushing forwards the camels of
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the sorted color (1 or 2 cases per card).
Close to the track the 35 “Betting Cards” (seven
per color) are placed, there are four types:
- 20 cards for the “round winner”: the players with
those cards will get 5-3-2 pounds, but this prize
is reduced to 1 pound only if the camel arrives in
second places. If it arrives third to fifth, the player
must pay 1 pound to the bank.
- 5 cards for the “show place”: the player will get
2 pounds if this camel arrives third in the race,
1 pound only it it arrives second or fourth and
must pay 1 pound if it arrives first or fifth.
- 5 cards for the “race winner”: who bets on the
final winner is paid 7 pounds, reduced to 3 if the
camel arrives second. Otherwise the player must
pay 1 pound.
- 5 cards for the “race loser”: who bets on the
camel arrived last in the race is paid 7 pounds, reduced to 3 if the camel arrives fourth. Otherwise
the player must pay 1 pound.
Finally, everybody receives three pounds and a
number of “race cards”, as indicated on the set-up
card (five cards with six players and up to twelve
with just two). Each camel has six race cards of
his color: five of them have a “+1” printed (the
camel will move forward 1 case) and only one

with a “+2” (two cases forward). The Fennec and
the Palm are placed near the track, on top of the
corresponding cards.
The race may now start.
Following the instruction of the set-up card (and
the number of players) everybody must:
(a) - discard from 2 to 5 cards from his hand
(b) - place on the table 1 to 6 cards to form the
race deck
(c) - place a card in front of him to be showed to
all and added to the race deck
(d) - keep the last card in hand.
Pietro Cremona
A game for the whole family but with some appeal also for
expert players

The race deck now should contain 10 to 12 cards
for the actual round
In turn each player may now select one of the following actions:
- take the Fennec (OR the Palm) meeple and
place it on one empty case on the race track (if
a camel enters a case with the Fennec must go
back one case; if it enters the case with the Palm
must advance one case)
- turn the top card from the race deck, moving
that camel 1 or 2 cases forward
- play the card from his hand and move the camel of the same color
If a camel arrives in a case that contains other
camels, it is placed on top of them. If a camel that
moves has other camels on is backbones, they

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37
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also advance and remain stacked with the moving one. If a camel has some camels underneath
and some over his backbone ... only the latter
move with him. This is exactly the same system
used on the original game.
Before passing the turn the player has still the
option of selecting one of the “bet cards” still
available on the table.
When the last card of the race deck is played, the
round is over and the round winner is decided,
together with place and show positions. Then
each bet is paid: Five pounds to the player that
owns the “5” bet card, three and two for the following ones; one pound for the “place” position;
two or one pound for “show”. Then the race goes
on with the following round: the camels remain
in their position on the track and the players repeat the same procedure as before.
The race is over when a camel (or a stack of camels) crosses the final case: in a stack the winner is
the top most camel. The bank pays all the betting for first and last positions and the player
with most money wins the game

ones. Clearly, the first player of the third round
had a big advantage, as he could select the “loser” card with a very good possibility to win the
bet. But the first player of each round is always
the one with less money, so the system tends
to correct itself. A surprise may also arrive: the
rules state that if a camel is too late at the beginning of a round all the cards between him and
the preceding camels are returned on the back
side (that shows a sand tempest) passing from
TWO cases to only ONE. Thus a distance of four
may become only one of two and even a camel
on the back may be pushed to the top of a stack
with a good combination of cards, thus regaining the top positions on the race.
It is not easy to “divine” the winner of the race
on the first two rounds, and very often the final round is played with 2-3 camels stacked together. This is the situation when the secret card
on hand may become decisive. Let’s make an
example: three camels are stacked together, at a
distance of 2-3 cases from the arrival. I turn a card
from the deck and I move the top two camels
forwards by one case. In the following turn, I play
my secret card and I move the third camel forward on the stack, but ON TOP of all and just in
front of the arrival: whichever card is played now
on one of those camels, the one on top will win.
An easy game for all. þ
Pietro Cremona

INFORMATION
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PLAYERS:

Designer: Steffen Bogen
Artist: Dennis Lohausen
Price: ca.10 Euro
Publisher: Eggert / Pegasus 2016
www.pegasus.de

2-6
AGE:

8+

TIME:

60+

EVALUATION
Racing, betting
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en cz es fr it hu nl pl pt
In-game text: no
Comments:
Good family game * Nice as a filler for experienced players * Card selection provides a
bit of strategy
Compares to:
Camel Up
Other editions:
Albi (cz), 999 Games (nl), Filosofia (en/fr), Piatnik (hu),
uplay.it (it), Lucrum (pl), MasQueOca (es/pt)

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

My rating:

Camel Up Cards is a very interesting game to
play with the family, or with casual gamers or
even with the children (but they need to understand the betting system and probably have a little assistance from an adult on their first game). I
also played this game with children of 5-6 years
but we completely excluded the betting phases:
they were really amazed in pushing their camels
one over the other and they liked the game very
much.
For regular or expert gamers, Camel Up Cards
should be considered as a “filler” to finish an evening session or an “appetizer” before starting a
more complex game (or if someone is late). The
card selection at the beginning of each round
is in effect interesting enough to add a “bit” of
strategy to the game.
Each camel has only 6 cards in his color, as we
already know, so it is possible to bet on a camel
or to penalize another one when discarding near
half of the cards at the beginning of the round
and keeping a secret card in hand. But never forget that luck may be very decisive when playing
cards.
In almost all out tests (with regular and expert
gamers) after two rounds it was very clear who
was the losing camel as one or two of them usually remained 4-5 cases back. Players tend to
discard the colors of the “bad” camels in the following rounds and to concentrate on the “best”

REVIEW

GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes. The
color accompanying each game title represents the USER
Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number
of players.
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to
10 features of a game.
USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the
head line)
Kinder:
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play
in a guiding function.
Familien:
Children and parents play together, all have the same
chance to win and have fun.
Freunde:
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experten:
Games with special demands on rules and playing time.
Especially for game geeks
Please note for the user groups Children, Family and
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore,
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games
always depends on your playing partners and your fun
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player.
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted
preference.
Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of
random generator
Tactics:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other
creative efforts
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or
are included in the game, often even more translations can
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with languagedependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge of the language
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u BOHNANZA 20 JAHRE

TURN BEANS TO GOLD

BOHNANZA 20 JAHRE
LET‘S MAKE PARTY

lects a card, plants it or discards it and
hands on the remaining cards, this is
continued until the last card reaches the
player who harvested Springbohne. He
puts the card as gold on his coin stack.
Dagmar de Cassan

Beans working as a gold mine! Bohnanza! 20 years of Bohnanza! The basic game mechanism of the evergreen
is described quickly: You have bean
cards in hand, add beans to your hand
in various ways, plant beans, swap
beans, trade beans and, finally, harvest
beans for gold. The allure of the game
is in its details, which are - for absolute
newcomers to the bean fields - quickly
explained:
The game features several varieties of
beans in varying numbers, the total
number of cards for each variety is stated on every card for the variety. Each
bean variety also shows a so-called
Bohnometer, indicating the number of
beans you must harvest to earn the corresponding amount of gold; the rarer a
variety the more gold you earn with it.
Depending on the number of players
you have two or three bean fields laid
out and are dealt five bean cards from
the well-shuffled stack of bean cards.
Attention! The cards you are dealt are
taken up one by one and during the
game you can never change the order
of your cards in hand. Cards that are
added to your hand are always stacked
as the hindmost ones.
The active player MUST plant the first,
foremost card from his hand, that is,
place it on a free bean field or a field
already holding the same variety. If you
have now suitable field available, you
can buy a third field or harvest a field.
Then you MAY plant a second bean
from your hand. Then you turn up two
cards from the draw pile: When they
are suitable for your own fields you can
plant them; if not, you can trade with

these cards or five them away! Only the
active player is allowed to trade with
other players, non-active players can
never trade with one another. And you
cannot do another trade with cards received in a trade. You can include cards
from your hand in a trade deal and - only
for such a purpose - take a card from another position than the foremost one in
your hand. If you give away cards, the
receiving player must accept the gift!
Then, all players plant the beans they
received or kept in the trading phase
and must again, harvest a field before
planting, if necessary, and take the resulting amount of gold, according to
the Bohnometer of the variety; you turn
over the resulting number of bean cards
to the gold coin side, the rest of harvested beans is discarded. Then you draw
three cards for your hand, one by one
and placed in hindmost position. When
the draw pile has been emptied three
times, you harvest all your bean fields,
receive gold according to the respective
Bohnometers and then you win with
most money.
In the Anniversary Edition, there is a
new bean variety, Springbohne. At the
start of the game players decide if they
want to play with the old variety Gartenbohne or replace this variety with the
new Springbohne variety. Springbohne
has a Bohnometer that is different from
all the other Bohnometers. If you harvest a field of Springbohne - minimum
two beans - you discard all harvested
cards and draw a number of cards equal
to the number of players plus one from
the draw pile. You choose one of those
cards and plant it or discard it and hand
the rest to your right neighbor, who se-

20 years! And still one of my most favorite games!

Bohnanza is a neat, elegant gem among
card games and has achieved the status
of a classic that can be named in the
same breath with Catan or Carcassonne.
It offers an inimitably well-working mix
of luck in drawing bean cards, necessity
of good negotiation abilities and tactic
in planting and harvesting beans. If you
manage a bit of card memorizing on
top of all that and remember how often
the Augenbohne has already ended up
on the discard pile, can maybe achieve
a favorable deal, especially in the third
go at the draw pile. And with a little bit
of luck you can make lots of gold with
a Springbohne harvesting, if you draw
the necessary card to harvest your second field. þ
Dagmar de Cassan

INFORMATION
Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Artist: Björn Pertoft
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2017
www.amigo-spiele.de

PLAYERS:

3-5
AGE:

10+
TIME:

45+

EVALUATION
Cards, collect, trade
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Rules unchanged * New bean variety for
optional use * Compact box, easy to carry
along
Compares to:
All editions of Bohnanza and all expansions

My rating:

Other editions:
Currently none
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Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37
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TIME TRAVEL AT HIGH SPEED

NATIONS DAS WÜRFELSPIEL
INCREASE RESOURCES BY COLLECTING DICE
If you already know Nations the board
game, you will probably be able to access
Nations The Dice Game rather quickly.
Here, too, you find the game component
of „big brother“, albeit in a very simplified
version. In the dice version, players also
travel across history and time to build up
their empire. But you cannot take too long
to to so, because a game Nations The Dice
Game is over very quickly. And if the necessary luck of the dice role is missing, some of
your intended targets might fall on the way.
The course of history is divided into for eras
in Nations The Dice Game. The course of
the game is the same in all four eras. Players have a certain number of dice in hand
- white, yellow, blue or red - and roll them
at the start of each era. The result of that
dice roll determines the options that players will be able to make use of in this era.
Then, players use their dice to expand their
empire or save them for later in the game
to amass victory points or the avoid famine
or war. In his travel across time, as a player, you will encounter new, colored dice,
which differ from his white starting dice in
the symbols on their dice faces; players will

www.gamesjournal.at

also be able to collect chits, so that they are
not completely at the mercy of the luck of
the roll; those chits either correspond to an
additional die with a certain result or allow
a player to re-roll dice.
Each player starts the game with his personal player board, which provides slots
for the placing of tiles, the so-called Progress tiles, which a player can acquire during
the game and use to expand/upgrade his
empire. Five of those slots are reserved for
Building Progress ties, which always give
a player one or two dice of a certain color.
On the player board, progress is already
marked next to those slots, each of them a
gives a player one and only one white die,
so that a player begins the game with five
white dice.
Contrary to the colored dice that are introduced later in the game, white dice show
all possible resources of the game as a possible result, so that players can acquire one
gold, one food, one Strength, one Book or
one Stone.
Each player, in addition to the dice, receives
two chits - one chit for one gold and one
chit with the action option ro re-roll, and

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

REVIEW

then we are ready to begin.
At the start of each era, the progress tiles
of that era are laid out on the central Progress board. On this board, there is room depending on the number of players - for
three or four progress tiles in three rows.
Thus, there are nine or twelve progress tiles
in play for each era out of the total number
of 15 tiles for each era. Similar to Nations,
each row has varying costs of between one
and three, either gold or strength. The available tile itself determines the “currency”
which is necessary for payment. There are
always only tiles of the current era on the
Progress board; should some be left over
from a previous round, they are removed at
the start of the era.
Bernhard Czermak
Despite topic and game components being similar to the
board game, you cannot compare both games, this game is
a tactical game of luck and chance.

Progress tiles come in different types. Progress tiles Buildings must be placed on your
player board after you you acquired them
and cover a progress tile Building already in
place or the pre-printed Progress. Building
tiles always provide dice for a player, albeit
only in a kind of exchange: You receive the
dice provided by the new tile for your stock
of dice, but must give back the dice provided by the Progress tile that you covered.
For progress tiles Wonder under Construction, a placement slot is also provided on
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the game board, which is restricted to one
tile only. When you acquired a Wonder, you
must construct it, before it can contribute
to the expansion of your empire by either
providing victory points at the end or chits.
To construct a wonder, you need varying
amounts of stone, marked on the wonder
tile. The necessary amount of stone must
be payed on total. Wonders give a player
either chits, victory points or both. When a
wonder is completely constructed, you take
it off the board and set it aside next to it, so
that the construction site on your player
board has room again for a new progress
tile Wonder.
Another type of progress tiles, Advisor, is
also limited to a single placement slot on
the player board. Similar to Wonders, those
Advisor tiles also provide victory points and
chits. In analogy to Buildings, chits of an
Advisor that is replaced by another Advisor,
must be discarded.
A type of progress tiles of which a player
can hold an unlimited number, are Colonies. Colonies also provide chits and victory
points and are deposited next to the player
board.
When the new progress tiles for the current
era have been put on the Progress board, all
players roll all dice that they currently own.
Besides the white dice, there ale also yellow, red and blue dice. The colored dice are
limited to certain types of resources - thus,
a yellow die can provide up to three gold
or two food, a red die up to three strength
and blue dice are able to provide books
and stone. A disadvantage of that limited
special yield is, that colored dice do not provide all types of resources, a yellow die will
always only give you gold or food.
In the rounds that now follow the rolling
of dice, players make use of their dice and
chits until all players have passed. In those
rounds, players use chits and dice with the
symbols of gold, strength or stone; food and
books are only needed in the next phase of
the era. The active player executes one action or passes his turn. An action can be the
acquisition of a progress tile or a player can
use one of his chits for repeating a roll to reroll dice not yet used, he can decide which
dice he wants to re-roll.
Dice and chits that were used in an action,
are placed in the „used“ slot on the player
board. Dice and chits in that slot cannot be
used again in the current era.
If a player receives chits or dice as the result
of a progress tile acquisition, he receives
them immediately and can already use
them in his next turn. If he covers a progress tile Building or replaced a progress tile
Advisor with the newly acquired tile, he is
allowed to take the dice and/or marker he
needs to discard also from his “used” slot.
Contrary to gold, food, books and stones,

8
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for all of which there is only one way to
use them, you can make use of strength in
several ways. A player must make a tactical
decision, if he wants to acquire progress
tiles with strength in the action phase or if
he wants to save up his strength for use in
player turn order or for waging war.
When a player passes his turn, he is no longer taking part in the current era. When all
players have passed their turn, books are
scored, turn order it determined and players must cope with famine and war. For
those stages in the era you also need dice
and chits not used so far.
Books represent the knowledge that a player and his nation acquire over the course of
the game. Books are marked on the second
central board, the scoring board, on the
Culture track. On this track, the respective positions of player tokens in relation
to each other are important. Each player
decides how many of his dice and chits
with book symbols he uses and advances
as many steps on the track. This happens
in reverse turn order. Then each player receives the number of victory points equal
to the player markers that are in positions
behind his marker on the Culture track. Victory points are marked accordingly on the
victory point track which is also found on
the scoring board.
Now players must cope with famine and
war, but at that point you cannot lose anything, you can only win something. In each
era, there are three event tiles, of which
one is in play. This event tile is revealed at
the beginning of the era and indicates the
resources that will be necessary to fend off
famine and war in this era.
When a player, at that point, has unused
dice or chits showing food symbols, in a
number sufficient to ward off famine, he acquires the victory points marked on the tile.
Player cope with war in the same way; to be
successful in this, you must have available
unused chits and dice showing strength
symbols. When the available amount is
equal to the necessary amount, you can
again mark victory points on the victory
points track.
Before war is resolved, the turn order sequence for the next era is determined. The
player with the highest amount of strength
symbols on chits and dice still unused, will
be the starting player of the next round, the
player with the second-highest number will
go second, and so on. The strength counting towards this turn order determination is
not spent, but can be used in resolving war.
The game ends at the end of the fourth
era. Now players add their victory points
marked on the victory points track to the
victory points collected on progress tiles.
The player with the highest total wins the
game.

Nations The Dice Game is an entertaining
game with a high chance element in it. The
luck of the rolls can be influenced a teenyweeny bit by collecting markers, but a suitable dice result is essential and a deciding
element. Chits for re-rolling dice are rather
important, as they might help to change
the one or the other dice result into a more
useful one. But even if the element of
chance is big, it must be mentioned as positive that, regardless of how the dice result
turns out, one is nearly always able to make
use of one’s markers and chits in a meaningful and useful way. But, here other players
can interfere - it can happen that the last
progress tile is snatched up before you can
acquire it with your gold. Turn order is very
important here.
The Culture track with the mechanism of
collecting book seems a bit forced, this
could have been left out as well.
The game is very tactical, and there is not
enough playing time for strategic consideration; the four eras pass rather quickly,
so that the game can absolutely end with
the wish to go on playing to go on using
the achievements in useful ways. And this
in turn, of course, provides replay value and
the incentive to put the game on the table
again soon. þ
Bernhard Czermak

INFORMATION
Designer: Rustan Håkansson
Artist: Kasanen, Hiekkala, Lögdberg
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Lautapelit 2015
www.lautapelit.fi

PLAYERS:

1-4
AGE:

14+
TIME:

40+

EVALUATION
Dice, development
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
High amount of luck involved * Elements of
the board game nicely transformed into a
dice game * Plays very quickly
Compares to:
All dice game with transformation of dice
result for various purposes
Other editions:
Lautapelit/Asmodee (en)

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

My rating:

REVIEW
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STAR WARS: REBELLION t

LUKE, I AM YOUR BOARD GAME

STAR WARS: REBELLION
FIRST ORDER FOR BOARDING DEATH STAR
Well, well, aged, Padawan, you have become, for a duel with your master ready
you think you are? Then, opening the
game box you are allowed to do - yes, this
one here, nearly as big as a square Death
Star. What you say? Lots of air in the box
there is? Wrong you are - 70 percent of
Dark Energy are present in it - exactly the
same amount as everywhere in the universe that is. Obviously, lots still learn to
must, paying me a visit on Dagobah you
must. On both game boards, the planet
in the right bottom corner this is. Then
a bigger table to acquire you have. Because room for 150 playing pieces, heaps
of markers and lots of cards needing you
will, too.
Finally, we made it to Dagobah! Because,
from now on we can continue grammatically correct. „Star Wars Rebellion“ is the
game play implementation of the first trilogy of movies, nearly 40 years old, which
already then was named „Episodes IV to
VI“. If all this this doesn’t mean anything to
you, you probably should not continue to
read this, but whoever can at least muster
a bit of sympathy for this story or at least
was able to so a bit back in time, should
really take (a long) time for trying out the
game, because „Star Wars Rebellion“ has
something to offer even to the know-it-
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all-already experienced player. The core
mechanism of the game can be dubbed
as a kind of „multi-functional worker
placement“, which so far seems rather
fresh and new at the moment.
Both players begin the game with four of
their own “workers” and this number will
be doubled to eight workers in the following rounds. Of course, in this game,
workers are called “Leaders”, albeit, their
functions in the game being, however,
comparable to a worker. Each Leader, first
and foremost, offers one action per round.
The cases for the deployment of leaders
are not only available on the board, but
deployment is of leaders is also governed
by the respective cards in hand. Those
cards go by the name of “Mission Cards”
and their effects are always connected
with a positive effect for the player who
uses such a card. In order to be able to
play such a mission card, I must first assign
a leader to the card - I play the intended
card face-down on the table and place a
suitable leader on it. Each leader, however, has varying individual characteristics,
represented by four different symbols
in varying numbers and combinations,
and each mission card demands one of
those symbols to be successful, necessary numbers of such a symbol vary from

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

REVIEW

one to three. If my leader has not enough
of those symbols at his command, I can
deploy a second leader on the card for
his support; this is also recommended if I
want to have a higher probability for the
successful completion of the mission at
a later point in the game. The event of a
mission card, that is, does not automatically happen, even if the parameters of
the card are met by my leader(s) assigned
to it, because my opponent often has the
opportunity to intervene, provided he
has - so far unemployed - leaders at his
command, that is, if not all of his leaders
are deployed on mission cards of his own.
An example could run its course like this:
The Rebel player wants to try to complete
a sabotage action with one of his leaders, on a planet controlled by the Empire.
After the corresponding mission card has
been revealed and the rebel player has
placed his leader on the targeted planet,
the Imperial Player can decide if he wants
to try to counteract this. In case he wants
to do this and can still do it with an available leader, he sends a leader to the planet, too. The final success or failure of the
mission will be decided by rolling dice
- the more necessary symbols the leader
carries more dice you can roll. But even if
the mission of the Rebel Player fails, the
Imperial Player has, after all, lost an action for one of his leaders, because he has
only achieved that the action of the Rebel
Player failed, but was not able to achieve
a mission of his own. So, in each round,
each of the adversaries must consider
well, if he would rather try to complete a
mission of his own or tries to frustrate a
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u STAR WARS: REBELLION

mission of the opponent.
This permanent dilemma when taking a
decision is further aggravated by the fact
that you also need your leaders to move
your own forces on the board and also for
the purpose of conquering and defending of planets. A leader who is used to
frustrate a mission of the opponent, is not
only not able to complete a mission of his
own, he is also unable to do any military
attack action on the board. Basically, both
players are concerned with this dilemma
of choice; however, the aim of the game
for the Rebel Player is “only” to make sure
that he survives for a sufficient period of
time, while the Imperial Player must find
not only the secret base of the Rebels on
one of about 30 planets and unveil it, but
must also destroy this base. Therefore, the
compulsion and necessity for taking the
initiative is shifted towards the Imperial
Player.
And, nastily, on top of this, a leader of
your own on a planet prohibits the moving away of your troops from this planet.
When, in the example mentioned earlier,
the Imperial Player intervenes against the
sabotage action of the Rebel player, his
own troops on the planet are blocked

10
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for the duration of the turn. Furthermore,
another, game-wise very nicely executed
effect of the presence of leaders on a
planet is, that you can roll dice for all leaders present on the planet if you want to
try to complete a subsequent mission on
the same planets afterwards. The more of
your own leaders are present on a planet
the bigger are your chances for the successful completion of your own mission
there. Furthermore, several leaders on
the same planet can also be of use in a
skirmish that might have to be resolved
in a later stage of the game - hence the
description as “multi-functional worker
placement”.
To make sure that the Rebel Player does
not get too comfortable in his secret lair,
he must cope not only with a dramatical
military dominance of the Imperial Player
that makes itself felt already at the start of
the game and gets stronger with every
round of the game, but must also know
that a mission on a planet of Empire can
also be countered by the Imperial Player
with an attempt to capture the daredevil
and foolhardy leader of the Rebel Player.
This can happen surprisingly fast, so that
suddenly the Rebel Player has one or two
leaders and with them fewer actions avail-

able for the next round, so that he in turn
must try to free the various leader from
captivity, which of course costs him more
actions. Furthermore, the Rebel Player
must strive to repeatedly complete various other “minor” missions, with which
the remaining number of rounds to play
are reduced and with them the timeframe
for options for the Imperial Player. Most of
those missions are fraught with difficulties, often they even seem to be impossible to start with or can only be successful
if the Imperial Player does not pay attention or takes unnecessary risks in his game
play. But probably you will not be able to
meet your own goal of the game if you do
not take risks occasionally - and this goes
for both factions in the game and provides a big chunk of the challenge.
However, the leaders are not the only
components in the game, the really
rather marvelously and in great detail designed plastic playing pieces need to be
mentioned and favorably commended:
Among them there are Ground Forces, ATST, AT-AT, Air Gliders, X-Wing Units, Y-Wing
Units, TIE Fighters, Super Star Destroyers,
two Death Stars and even one Death Star
under construction.
As was to be expected, the skirmishes of

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37
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STAR WARS: REBELLION t

Harald Schatzl
Go, Checkers, Nine Men’s Morris, Chess: The eternal
conflict between Black and White - „Star Wars: Rebellion“
continues this tradition asymmetrically, much more rules
intensively and much more luck-driven, albeit not in an
abstract way but in an extremely intensive and dense
surrounding. After the first opening of the game box you
really feel like that eleven years old boy, who sat with wide
eyes in Gartenbau cinema, being lifted off his seat while visually flying along with an atmospheric glider. The concept,
however, is not only good for nerdy fan boys, but can be an
intense and satisfying experience for all frequent players
willing to immerse themselves in those parameters.

As we happen to be on the subject of
destruction: How does that famous infamous Death Star work? The Empire has
one of them at its command already at the
start of the game, but it can at that point
only be used to fire laser weapons against
the bigger space craft of the Rebel forces
- again with the possibilities of lucky hits
targeting the smaller Fighter space craft.
Only when drawing certain cards during
the game will the “Super Laser” be ready
for use and the Empire will be able to destroy a whole planet including flattening
all that is on the planet, and this works
in the true sense of the word - the components come with an impressive tile of
eight cm in diameter, which is placed on
the respective case of the board - nothing
will grow here anymore. Okay, the Empire
can do this only three times in a game and
the Rebel Player can, anyway, score one
victory point for each destroyed planet
(this is not really logical, but works surprisingly well as regards to game play). To
be able to destroy a Death Star the Rebel
Player in turn needs one of two certain
cards; after each turn in a space battle in
which a Death Star is involved and which
is survived by the Rebel Fleet, there is a
nearly 50% chance for a dramatical demobilization of the Death Star.
The rule book, to start with, makes you
really happy by offering „only“ the rather
low number of ten pages of illustrated
text; however, besides those rules there is
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a reference booklet, which is only meant
to be that, a reference for looking something up quickly. However, without studying this reference booklet at least twice
before you begin your first game, you will
not be able to play a game using to the
correct rules.
On 13 rather closely printed A4 pages you
find numerous entries for nearly all relevant topics and everything is explained
in an essentially easy to understand, however sometimes rather awkward form.
Unfortunately, however, repeated explanations under different headings are used
too sparingly, so that you do not find some
topics (again) where you would suppose
them to be mentioned. On the web, a FAQ
of two pages (as of May 2016) is also provided, which has not been implemented
in the German edition of the game. However, the texts of the various cards are formulated in a very understandable way, albeit with the necessity of being read very
carefully and with maximum attention to
be understood.
The Team Play version offered in the rules
(two players versus two players) is, on the
one hand, coupled with additional rules regulating the distribution of responsibilities among the team members - and on
the other hand probably intended only
for those who like to play cooperative
games regularly, because I do not see any
other demand for that version.
After a game of Star Wars Rebellion you
have something of a headache and you
feel as if you had eaten a rather heavy
meal. A bit unsatisfactory is the possibility that the Rebel Player is also able to
win, when the Empire has taken control
of nearly all of the universe, when one or
two Death Stars are laying in wait to make
space garbage out of unconquered planets and the two „top villains“ are still doing their jobs and, even that is possible,
the hero of the Rebellion might have
changed sides? Only the sufficiently long
perseverance of a „small Gaul village“ will
be able to bring the all-deciding turn of
events?
And - maybe and possibly - the hour-long
to and fro is only masking the fact, that in
the long run and at the end all depends
on an (un)lucky dice roll of the Rebel Players when he makes the attempt to destroy
the Death Star. Altogether, the purpose is
less to win or lose the game but more the
joint influencing of a thrilling story. The
concept therefore manages to stimulate
your imagination and you will probably
soon try to find time and opportunity to
spend time in the Star Wars Universe with

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
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Star Wars Rebellion and a fellow enthusiast.
Despite the aim of the game and the respective starting position being essentially the same for each game, there is an
astonishing range of variation within the
storyline: The starting deployment can be
different, the sequence and selection of
mission and goal cards are different, as are
the order and selection option for leaders,
which can be entered into the game in
future game plays with use-once-only action cards. Last but not least, the way your
opponent plays decides how you believe
that you can react best to his play.
Therefore, you might feel at the end of
the game what you might feel when you
watch the movies (again):
It’s fascinating, says nostalgia.
It’s implausible, says logic.
It’s incredibly cool, says your inner child.
It’s utter nonsense, says common sense.
It’s only a story, says broad-mindedness.
It’s what it is ... says the Force.
[Peace to the universe!] þ
Harald Schatzl

INFORMATION
Designer: Corey Konieczka
Artist: Brian Schomburg + Team
Price: ca. 90 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2016
www.heidelbaer.de

PLAYERS:

2-4
AGE:

14+
TIME:

240+

EVALUATION
Worker placement, dice combat
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: cz de en es fr it pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Wonderful, amazing components *
Extremely harmonious implementation of
the movie story * Coherent and interesting
game mechanisms * Long playing time *
Fan evaluation: one or two (Death) Stars
more
Compares to:
Der Herr der Ringe Der Ringkrieg
Other editions:
ADC Blackfire (cz), Fantasy Flight (en), Edge
Entertainment (es, fr), Asterion Pres (it),
Galakta (pl)

My rating:

those troops - and there are not that many
of them that you would expect to happen
- are resolved basically with rolls of dice.
But, even here you find an interesting and
elegantly resolved idea: „Small“ units can
only do damage to „small“ units, so, for
instance an X-Wing Unit can only hit a TIE
Fighter, but not a Star Destroyer. With a
chance of one sixth in a roll you can land
a lucky hit, which allows you to ignore this
rule, which, of course, can also backfire,
so that an X-Wing can be randomly destroyed when the big laser cannon of the
Star Destroyer is fired.

REVIEW
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u A DOG’S LIFE / ALTE DUNKLE DINGE

A DOG’S LIFE

ROAMING THE STRETS
You embody a stray dog - Labrador, Poodle, Boxer, Whippet,
German Shepherd or Fox Terrier - and want to be first to
bury three bones in your den.
Those bones can be found in
trash cans, at the back doors of
restaurants or as a reward. But
collecting bones is not enough,
you must also mark your territory as a dog does and fight for
your share of loot.

8
In his turn, the active player
completes three phases: 1.
Food - you move the hunger
token one step to the left. If the
marker reaches Zero, the dog
goes to the Dog Shelter, dropping bones or newspaper if
he carries such an item. 2. Dog
actions - the character card
of each dogs states his action
points; each action costs one
point, as does each step that it

ALTE DUNKLE DINGE

EIN NEUES KAPITEL

This expansion fills a double
purpose; you can use it as an
expansion for the basic game
of Alte Dunkle Dinge, or can use
it as a compact travel edition
of the basic game. Let’s take a
quick look at the travel version
first - the expansion provides
the six Schicksalshafe Orte of
the basic game, plus Flussboot,
Handelsposten and Reiseleiste
as cards; the box can be used as

12

dice box and all you need to add
from the basic game are dice
and tokens.
If you use Das verschollene Kapitel - interestingly, the rules use
the translated English title and
not Ein Neues Kapitel - as expansion, there are new components:
Five Besessenheiten / Obsessions,
individually geared to the characters, and you can start the
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takes. Movement and actions
can be combined any way you
like; action options are: Search
trash; Drop a bone or a newspaper; Pick up bone or newspaper;
Bury a bone; Beg at a restaurant;
Drink from the fountain; Mark a
lamp post; Obtain a newspaper;
Attack another dog or Sniff at
marked spots. 3. Dog Catcher
- you roll the die and move the
Dog Catcher car accordingly.
When the move of the car ends
in a spot with a dog, this dog
goes to the Dog Shelter immediately and drops a newspaper
or bone it carries. When the
catcher stops in a spot adjacent
to a dog, you reveal an action
card that decides if the dog escapes and remains where it is
or goes to the shelter. To escape
from the shelter, you must turn
over one action card per turn
until one allows you to escape
and continue with a hunger
value of 4.
A Dog’s Life is a cute, attractive
family game, the life of a dog is
accurately portrayed and is fun
to re-enact. þ

INFORMATION

game with the character-typical
obsessions. Then there are three
new encounter types: For Offenbarung/Revelation, you add
a Revelation Die to your dice,
which is only used to master the
encounter. If you fail to master
the Warning encounter, you do
not get a Terrible Thing marker,
it is only removed from the Travel Track. The encounter cards Ereignis/Event replace the location
action of Schicksalshafte Orte.
New terminology is also added:
Suggest a trade, you cannot negotiate it in advance; Reserve
encounters, this is done via your
obsessions; Antiques stack is the
discard pile for equipment cards
and Stacks are all tokens, sorted
by type. This is supplemented
by Achievements, equipment,
Action cards and a character
board and disc for a fifth player.
A compact and well-made expansion, the idea for a travel
version is cute and there are also
rules for a solo game and you
can now play with five players.
So, what more could you want?
þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Christophe Boelinger
Artist: Marek Piza
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Beton Games 2016
www.adogslife.eu

EVALUATION
move & collect, action points
Users: For families
Version: en
Rules: cz en sk
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition of So ein
Hundeleben, Eurogames
* Beautiful pieces * Cute
topic * Good family game
Compares to:
So ein Hundeleben, games
using ction point allowance
Other editions:
ADC Blackfire (cz, sk)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

14+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Simon McGregor
Artist: Rob van Zyl
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele 2016
www.feuerland-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Dice, horror
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Attractive expansion *
Travel box as a nice option
* Includes solo version
and components for a 5th
player
Compares to:
Alte Dunkle Dinge
Other editions:
Pleasant Company Games (en)
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AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS / BARRACUDA t

AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS

SPEND MONEY, REFUTE RUMORS
Hase & Igel / Hare & Tortoise was
the first Game of the Year in Germany in 1979 and has achieved
cult status among race games
with a twist. In this new edition,
the topic has been changed.
You made your bet as Phileas
Fogg and want to be first to return to London. However, at the
time of your departure a bank
was robbed and you are a suspect, so you must have refuted

10

all rumors and have less than 10
pounds in your pocket.
You begin the race with three
rumors and 80 pounds. In your
turn, you can move forward
and backwards. If you move forward, you go to an empty case
- except a layover case - and
pay travel costs, exponentially
more with each step; you add
the number of steps, that is you
pay 10 pounds for four steps

BARRACUDA

RENT, PARTNERS AND BARS
You negotiate on bars and money, but no-one has all the information, you only know who is
paying how much rent.
At the start, you remove to random bars from the game, the
rest is shuffled and spread out
in CLOSED status; you receive
five markers and 50.000 Euros as
well as seven notes of counterfeit money of value 0; you keep
your money secret during the
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game. For each round, the turn
order is randomly determined.
In the first round of the game,
each player draws a CLOSED bar
and places a marker for tenant.
In the following rounds, you pay
rent in Phase I of your turn for all
your bars with a marker in tenant position; for three bars, you
pay for two, the cheapest is free,
and for four bars you pay for
three, the most expensive one

REVIEW

(1+2+3+4) and the effects of the
target case are resolved:
Passepartout cases give you
one or two cards, depending
on your position in the race, for
an instant event or a person for
later use; on Bet cases, you get
money if - on departure from
that case - your position in the
race equals one of the numbers
marked on the case; on Pound
cases, you can stop and discard
10 pounds. To enter a Police
case, you must have a rumor
card, but you can discard a rumor card when departing from
the Police case in your next turn.
If you move backwards, you go
to back to the nearest Layover
case and receive 10 pounds for
each case you pass through.
A marvelous game with a smart
mechanism which is completely
chance-free, you alone decide
how you spend or acquire money! The chance of topic has intensified the wonderful feeling
of the game! This is a must buy
for all that do not yet know Hare
& Tortoise and a happy reunion
for all others! þ

INFORMATION

is free.
Then, in phase II of your turn,
you have one action: Open a
bar as in round One * Place a
Partner, you give money to the
owner of a bar to become his
partner; if he does not accept,
he pays your offer and the same
amount of his money to the
bank openly * Take over a Bar;
you offer minimum the rent,
when your offer is not accepted,
you receive the same amount
from the bar owner * Auction a
bar, if you do not accept any offer, you must close the bar * Last
Order, you bid for a change of
turn order.
If you have placed five markers
as tenant or partner and keep
them in place for a round, you
win. Otherwise you win with
most markers placed, if someone is bankrupt.
Not a game for the weak-minded, you need barracuda behavior to win the fight for the bars;
poker face, bluff with counterfeit money and broken deals á la
Diplomacy are the heart of the
game. þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: David Parlett
Artist: Thibault Prugne, Tom Vuarchex
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Iello 2016
www.iellogames.com

EVALUATION
www.iellogames.com
Users: For families
Version: en
Rules: en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition of Hase & Igel /
Hare & Tortoise * Topic goes
well with the mechanism
* Classy, elegant design *
Mechanism unchanged *
Without any element of
chance
Compares to:
Hase & Igel
Other editions:
Purple Brain Classics Edition (fr)

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Christoph Cantzler
Artist: DH
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Drei Hasen 2016
www.hasehasehase.de

EVALUATION
Bluff, negotiation, deals
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Rising challenge and thrill
curve during the game *
Super mix of bluff, negotiation and treason
Compares to:
Diplomacy for negotiations
and non-binding deals
Other editions:
Currently none
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u BAVARIAN HOLIDAY / BROOM SERVICE

BAVARIAN HOLIDAY

DICING FOR BEER AND PRETZELS
There are dice for beer types Alt, Pilsner und Weißbier - and
one marker per type, plus two
markers for a Really Big Beer and
one flower marker. Your scoring
sheet has markings for the three
types of bear, for Spilled Beer,
for Pretzels, Flower and Really
Big Beers.
The active player decides to use
two or three dice in any color
combination and must, after

10

rolling them, be able to cross
out two beers in case of rolling
three dice and one beer in case
of rolling two dice. You cross
out beer in the corresponding
row, at the position of the dice
result - for instance, for a 5 on a
black die you cross out the fifth
glass in the row for Alt. If you roll
a double, you can mark beer
and if necessary spilled beer or
eat a pretzel and cross it out. If

BROOM SERVICE

DAS KARTENSPIEL

After Wie verhext! and Broom
Service the Board Game now
comes Broom Service the Card
Game. The topic is the same
again - you brew magic potions
and „deliver“ them.
In each of four laps you play
three to nine rounds. In each
round, you choose three different witches from your hand
and set the rest aside. Then the
starting player chooses one of

14

8
the three witches and plays her
courageously or cowardly. In
turn, all other players must, if
the hold the same witch, play
it and decide on courageous
or coward play. If someone
chooses courageous, a previously played courageous witch
is flipped over and is out of play
for the round. Whoever could
play courageously last or was
first to play cowardly when all
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you have eaten all pretzels, you
pass all future turns. If you roll a
double with three dice, you can
mark beer, eat a pretzel or re-roll
the third die for a triplet, and, if
you succeed, take one of the
Really Big Beer markers. Instead
of rolling dice you can decide
to take the flower marker and
again pass all turns till the end
of the game. When someone
marks the last glass in a row of
a variety on his sheet, he takes
the marker of the variety and
the corresponding dice are taken out play. When two types of
beer have been completed, you
score marked beers, the longest
marked row, adjacent beers in
columns, pretzels, flower and
Really Big Beers.
Bavarian holiday is exactly the
right game, if you did not make
it to October Fest! Nice, fast, using minimum tactics, an ideal
filler or a game for beginners.
The ideal family game if you do
not drink beer with it! þ

INFORMATION

played only cowardly, begins
a new round, chooses a witch,
and so on. When all witches of
all players a played, you display
open witches and take up facedown ones plus the rest of your
previous hand plus three cards
from stack and a new lap begins.
At the end of a lap you can fulfill
orders on display with witches
in your display and take the order for victory points. Several
players can complete the same
order, but another one is removed from the display. After
four rounds, you win with most
victory points from potion colors, courage potions on courageously played cards and from
orders.
Well, this is the most streamlined and most quickly played of
the three versions of the game,
the central element, however, of
the risk/safety dilemma in playing cowardly or courageously
has been admirably incorporated and provides a lovely family
game in which you simply have
to have courage if you want to
win! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Max Michael
Artist: Julia Borrero
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: StrataMax Games 2016
www.stratamaxgames.com

EVALUATION
Dice
Users: For families
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute topic * Interesting
scoring * Nice filler
Compares to:
All dice game with marking
of results
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: A. Pelikan, A. Pfister
Artist: Vincent Dutrait
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger / alea 2016
www.heidelbaer.de

EVALUATION
Cards, role selection
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Card version of Broom Service * Central mechanism
excellently incorporated *
Nice design * Good, simple
rules
Compares to:
Broom Service, Wie verhext!
Other editions:
Currently none
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CIRCUIT MAZE / CRAZY KARTS t

CIRCUIT MAZE

CIRCUITS AND GLOWING LAMPS
Electricity circuits as a puzzle to
be solved. Basis of the puzzles
is a playing board or grid of 5x5
cases, in which you place various components in the game:
A starting piece with batteries
and a finish piece with contacts
in three directions, not all those
three connection options are
used in all solutions.
Start and finish piece are connected by a wire. Then there

8

are also lamp pieces in three
colors and connecting pieces
with varying alignment as well
a blockade piece. 60 task cards
in four degrees of difficulty provide a starting set-up; The position of start and finish piece as
well as some lamp or connecting pieces; a separate task field
shows which lamps must glow
and which must remain dark,
and, in a component field, the

CRAZY KARTS

FORMULA NUTS!

A weird race - you play in teams
of two, one player controls
brakes and turns, the other
speed and cannon, but the
team members are not allowed
to communicate and do not
know what the other one is
planning.
The track is laid out with starting part and any two additional
parts and equipped with obstacles, rocks or others, at your

www.gamesjournal.at

8
discretion. Each team chooses a
faction and takes the necessary
components including a Control Panel for each player. The
race comprises Qualifying and
Race, after the Qualifying phase
players swap control panels.
A round comprises the phases
of planning and resolution;
planning is done simultaneously by all players; behind their
screens, they draw cards accord-

lamp pieces and connecting
pieces are depicted which must
used in addition to the pieces in
the starting set up to solve the
task, that is, to achieve the uninterrupted metal band from start
to finish. You have solved the
task when the lamps depicted
in the task field are illuminated
correctly.
The rule book illustrates and
explains the various types of
electrical circuits - serial circuits
and parallel circuits or combination of those circuit types, short
circuits and their consequences,
etc. The solutions for the puzzles
do come in this edition on the
backside of the task cards.
The basis of the game is, as in
all puzzles of the series, a logic
puzzle, but in this case information about electrical circuits are
added, so that the game is also
an educational practice game
on the topic. The components
are solid, the rules clear and easily understood, all you have to
do is lit the lamps! þ

INFORMATION

ing to the current speed and
place them on the control panel
- the more cards are assigned to
an action, the more efficient it is.
In order of initiative the planned
actions are then resolved: Special ability of the faction - Power
Up activation - Special Customization (advanced game only)
- Brake - Speed Up - Turn with
movement - Shoot - Charging
- Repair. If you encounter an
obstacle during movement, it
is removed and its effect is applied. Hitting a wall or another
car causes damage and damage
reduces the maximum speed.
For a game with an odd number
of players, there is the Lone Wolf
faction for use for the single
player, featuring special markers
for Buff (additional action point)
and Malfunction.
Hilarious, chaotic, crazy, incontrollable and lots of fun - not a
game for tacticians or thinkers,
the game is best when all goes
wrong, at least from the point
of view of a normally run race!
Hope for the best and put down
your foot! þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

1

AGE:

8+

TIME:

variable

Designer: D. Yakos, H. Wei-Hwa
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 33 Euro
Publisher: Thinkfun / HCM Kinzel 2016
www.hcm-kincel.eu

EVALUATION
Logic, electricity
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Logic puzzle and educational game * Good, informative rules * High-class
components
Compares to:
All logic puzzles on
positioning
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-8

AGE:

8+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Charles-Amir Perret
Artist: Anastasia Meylus
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Portal Games 2016
www.portalgames.pl

EVALUATION
Racing, teamwork
Users: For families
Version: en
Rules: en pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Very nice components
* Not for strategists,
tacticians and harmonyappreciating couples
Compares to:
First game of its kind
Other editions:
Portal Games (pl)
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PRESENTATION

u DEFENSE THREE KINGDOMS / DICEY GOBLINS

DEFENSE THREE KINGDOMS

STRATEGY IN CONFLICT
As strategist of the Shu, you defend your country against Wei
and Wu factions. Cards in the
game are Enemy cards and various Ally cards - character, formation, stratagem and base cards.
Base cards are on display, enemy cards are stacked and your
marker on the National Power
track begins at value 20. Allies
Liu Bei, Guan Yu and Zhang Fei
plus two allies drawn from the

stack are your starting hand.
In a turn, you play five phases:
1. Enemy - you draw three enemy cards, one by one, and
place them next to a base card.
2. Placement - you play characters or formation from your
hand next to a base, also stratagem cards for the round. If you
want to exchange cards from
your hand, you discard x cards,
reduce your national power by

DICEY GOBLINS

WÜRFELN UM DRACHENEIER
Als Goblins versuchen die Spieler
ihr Glück im Würfeln um die wertvollen Dracheneier - wie viele
kann man stehlen, bevor der
Drache wach wird? In maximal
sechs Runden werden mehrere
Durchgänge gespielt. Zu Beginn
einer Runde wird ein Würfel mit
der Seite mit den den wenigsten
Eiern ins Drachennest am Plan
gelegt. Dann werden zu Beginn
eines Durchgangs zwei Würfel

16

10

in das „Explore“ Feld gelegt. Nun
wählen alle Spieler geheim „Run“
oder „Raid“ - weglaufen oder
plündern - und decken gleichzeitig auf.
Alle, die Run wählten, bekommen - je nach Verfügbarkeit gleich viele Dracheneier auf Würfeln aus dem Nest oder je eine
Münze. Für die Wahl Raid werden
die Würfel in „Explore“ gewürfelt
- Eiersymbole als Resultat kom-
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one and draw x cards. 3. Movement - you move characters
from bases to another base, by
one base to the left or to the
right. 4. Combat at all bases with
enemies, by comparison of enemy and ally cards at the base;
damage caused by enemies
reduces your national power. 5.
End of turn with discarding and
drawing of cards for your hand.
When there are enemy cards
left at bases, a new turn starts;
if not, you have won the game.
However, if your national power
drops to zero during the game,
you have lost immediately.
In a 2-player game one player
plays the allies, the other the enemies and begins with five cards
from the enemy stack.
Defense Three Kingdoms is
more a tactical than a strategic
game, and tactic is influenced
strongly by the luck of the
draw for distribution of enemy
strength - all the same this is an
interesting solitaire game; in a
game of two players, the enemy
player is rather passive. þ

INFORMATION

men ins Nest, Schädelsymbole
auf „Doom“ und Fußsymbole auf
„Explore“. Wurde das Spielende
nicht ausgelöst, beginnt ein
neuer Durchgang für alle Spieler,
die nicht Run gewählt hatten.
Sind alle weggelaufen oder es
gibt keine Würfel mehr zu würfeln oder es wurden drei Schädel
gewürfelt, endet die Runde und
alle bekommen Münzen laut Eiersymbolen auf ihren Würfeln,
für den roten Würfel nimmt man
die Münzen vom Spieler mit
den meisten Münzen. Wer Raid
wählt und und damit den dritten
Schädel verursacht, bekommt
nichts. Hat jemand 18 Münzen oder nach sechs Runden
gewinnt man mit den meisten
Münzen.
Viel Spielspaß und genau das
richtige Maß Zocken und Taktik n einer gelungenen Variante
eines bekannten Mechanismus
mit einem zusätzlichen Twist alle bekommen gleich viel für
Run und alle mit Raid erhöhen
die Beutemenge, riskieren aber
null Beute im Fall des dritten
Schädels. Ein gelungenes Familienspiel! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

1-2

AGE:

10+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Yoshiyuki Arai
Artist: hidepp
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Kakinotane Firm / JB 2016
www.japonbrand.com

EVALUATION
Cards, conflict
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en de fr jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Good solitaire game *
Tactic heavily influenced
by luck of the draw * Each
game is different * Enemy
player not sufficiently
challenged
Compares to:
Asymmetrical defense games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: S. Ellis, T. Tinsley
Artist: J. Davis, A. Osburn
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Renegade Game Studio 2016
www.renegadegames.com

EVALUATION
Würfel, weitermachen/
aufhören
Users: For families
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Einfacher Mechanismus
* Gelungene Beuteverteilung * Gute Mischung
aus Zocken und Taktik *
Hoher Wiederspielreiz *
Regeln nicht optimal strukturiert
Compares to:
Alle Würfelspiele mit Risiko/Stopp
Mechanismus
Other editions:
Derzeit keine
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DUNGEON ROLL / FISCHE VERSENKEN! t

DUNGEON ROLL

ZURÜCK IN DEN DUNGEON
Adventure in the world of Dungeon Roll. The further you advance into the dungeon, the
more dangerous it gets, but
also the more valuable loot is
to be found. In turn you are active player, until you secured
your loot or had to flee. As active player, you can seek fame
and turn over a card or secure
treasure.
You receive a hero board and

the companion tiles of your current hero level, loot tokens are
laid out face-down in relation to
the number of players. As active
player, you can seek glory and
turn up a card or stash treasures.
If you turn up a card, you must
resolve it: Dungeon cards provide monsters and treasure for
your current dungeon level;
monsters - Goblins, Oozes and
Skeletons - must be defeated

FISCHE VERSENKEN!

OUT OF THE BOWL AND DOWN THE DRAIN!
The little fish want out of the
gold fish bowl, doesn’t matter
where to, be it the open window, the sink or the toilet bowl!
60 double-sided card have one
hole; on the blue backside of the
card therefore one out of five
fish is missing, as the sixth spot
is always taken by a little yellow
rubber duck. On the front side
of a card, the hole is always in
one of the three escape options

www.gamesjournal.at
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- open window, toilet bowl or
sink - and the card shows images of one of the five fish, a fish
held by a crab, or a shark; star
fish and duck are always only
decorations. You are dealt five
cards, the rest is stacked blue
backside up, one card of the
stack is turned over to begin the
discard pile. To help a fish to escape, you must place two cards
from your hand on top of each

with companions or you must
flee. Treasures can be loot for
your pouch or chests for 1 loot
when opened by a companion.
Used companions are exhausted and turned over to experience if they defeated a monster.
The 3rd dragon that you reveal
must be defeated with three
companions for 2 loot tokens.
With Pilfer cards you can take 1
loot token from another player.
If you must flee, you abandon
loot and experience and are out
of play for the round. To stash
treasure, you relocate loot and
experience tokens, upgrade
your hero with experience and
can gain access to a lower level.
When all have fled, or stashed,
a new round begins. When the
last loot token is taken, you win
with most victory points from
loot and unused experience tokens.
Dungeon Roll is a cute adventure game, also suitable for
families with some gaming experience. Essential for the game
is the optimum use of your companions, and sometimes it pays
off to rake some risks. þ

INFORMATION

other, congruent, the bottom
card must show the blue back
side, the top card must show
the front side; You can rotate
cards any way you want, but
the must always be completely
aligned with each other. The top
card on the discard pile tells you
what must be visible in the hole
of the front card:
When a fish is jumping out of the
bowl, this fish must be visible in
the hole; when the crab holds a
fish, you need to form the previous combination again; when
the shark appears, you must
place two holes over each other.
If you are fasted to form the necessary combination, you set the
cards aside and draw two from
the stack; when the stack is used
up, you win with most cards.
A cute idea and a nice story for
an exercise in observation and
quick reaction, and for spatial
thinking, too, when rotating the
cards; beautifully drawn and
coming in a classy sliding box.
þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Ken Gruhl, Q. Weir
Artist: Scott Nicely, Team
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2016
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Fantasy, adventure, cards
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Standard topic * Nice
design * Very attractive
companion mechanism *
Also of interest for families
with gaming experience
Compares to:
Dungeon Roll for topic and design,
other dungeon adventures with stepby-step revealing of the dungeon
Other editions:
Tasty Minstrel Games (en)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

10+

Designer: M. N. Andersen
Artist: M. Suska, V. Maas
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: moses. Verlag 2016
www.moses-verlag.de

EVALUATION
Card shedding, reaction
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute drawings * Classy
box * Simple rules * Trains
reaction, observation and
spatial thinking
Compares to:
Reaction games about
combining cards
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u FLORIS / FOR CROWN & KINGDOM

FLORIS

FLOWERS FOR THE COUNTESS
The countess invites us to a
Flower Dance; as guests, we
want to bring big bouquets for
sympathy points.
45 flower cards show between
one and three flowers in five varieties, mixed or only one kind. A
market is laid out with five cards,
arranged like a Five on a die, the
rest is draw pile.
The active player takes one or
two cards from the market, ei-

9

ther one card from the middle
or two adjacent ones from the
sides. As an alternative, you can
take one or two cards from the
personal display of one and only
one player. Then you put cards
that you do not want to add to
your hand into your personal
display on the table. Cards in
hand can never be put back on
the table, but you can pick up
cards from the table for your

FOR CROWN & KINGDOM

SUPPERT FROM THE REGIONS
The princes of the realm rival for
the succession to the king and
need the support of the people,
represented by support markers
in the regions.
Six region segments are arranged in a circle, featuring one
or two regions per segment. You
have five characters and a number of support tokens in relation
to the number of players. In
turn, players place one of their

18

characters into a region until all
characters are placed; a region
can hold several characters, also
several characters of one player.
Then, as active player, you can
by a bribe for coins; the effect of
a bribe lasts to the end of your
turn: Movement range minus 1
- counter-clockwise movement
- use a character before moving
a character - ignore majorities
when using the Duke - place
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hand at any time. When you
can make up a bouquet from
all cards in your hand, you set
it aside for points, or keep them
and go on collecting. You can
also make up a bouquet from
some of your cards in hand, but
must place the remaining ones
onto your personal garbage
pile.
A bouquet must have minimum
five flowers, either only flowers
of a kind or the same number of
flowers of each kind or at least
three kinds in different, ascending numbers. When you cannot
replenish the market at the end
of your turn, each flower in your
bouquets gives you one point;
nine or more flowers in a bouquet score bonus points. Flowers on cards on the garbage pile
or in hand score one negative
point each.
Pretty, easy, nice for a filler - and
yet you need some tactic and
should keep an eye on your fellow players and what they take
from the market to avoid making too god an offer to them in
your own display. þ

INFORMATION

an imprisoned character into a
region with at least one of your
own characters.
Then you must move a character, for as many regions as there
are characters in the region at
the start of the move, and then
you must use the ability of the
character: Duke - plus one support token, if you have the majority of characters in the region;
Merchant - earns as many coins
as you have characters in the
region; Thief - take up to two
coins from any players with a
character in the region; Knight
- optionally, can oust opposing
characters from a region; Scholar - triggers the special region
action.
If someone has a support token
in every region, the game ends
instantly and this player wins.
This is a streamlined elegant
game, only seemingly simple;
especially with the bribe options and in a game for two it
quickly becomes a tactical challenge, but is, however, easy to
explain and easy to access. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

9+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Andrea Boennen
Artist: Isabel Zettwitz
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Qango Verlag 2016
www.qango.de

EVALUATION
Cards, set collecting
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple mechanisms with
some tactics * Good family
game * Nice for a filler or
for beginners
Compares to:
All set collecting games
with cards
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

14+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Dave Mansell
Artist: Kelly McClellan
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Rio Grande Games 2016
www.riograndegames.com

EVALUATION
area control
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Quickly explained * Easily
accessed * Few rules for
lots of game play value *
Abstract despite the theme
* Best with two players
Compares to:
Finca, Mancala for movement
mechanism
Other editions:
Currently none
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FRUIT MIX / FUCHS ALARM! t

FRUIT MIX

MEMORIZE AND SHED FRUITS
The game features 49 different
tiles which differ in three criteria:
Fruit - there are 12 fruits; plates there are four shapes, and tablecloth - there are four colors.
All 48 tiles are shuffled and five
of them are displayed openfaced; then all players are dealt
between 8 and 21 tiles, facedown, which you also stack
face-down; surplus tiles are
set aside. Now all players have

6

about 15 seconds to memorize
the open tiles, then the tiles are
turned over.
The active player reveals this top
tile, places it next to one of the
face-down tiles on the table and
turns up this tile, too: When both
tiles differ in all three criteria, the
tile from the table is set aside
and replaced with the player’s
tile, which remains open-faced.
But if one or several criteria are

FUCHS ALARM!

CHICKEN THIEF DROPS TROUSERS
With the coming of nightfall, the
fox is creeping around the hen
coop and tries to steal the sleeping chickens and to put them
into his trouser pockets. Fortunately, for the chickens, he is too
greedy and, at some point, the
trousers get too heavy and slide
off his hips.
The fox is set up with his trousers pulled up to his hips, the
rotund chickens are heaped up
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next to him, and each player receives one hen coop.
The active player rolls a die and
puts the corresponding number of chickens into the trouser
pockets of the fox, the player
can choose which pocket or
pockets he wants to use. When
the requisite number of hens is
placed, the active player presses
down the head of the fox once,
you need to hear a clear “click”.

the same, you put your tile on
the table and put the tile from
the table at the bottom of your
stack. If you believe that your
tile has something in common
with each of the face-down tiles
on the table, you announce this.
Your right neighbor turns up
one of the tiles on the table - if
there is a common criterion, the
table tile is set aside and you put
your tile on the table. If not, you
put your tile on the table and
take the table tile for your stack.
When five open cards are on the
table, a new round begins, that
is, they are turned over after
about 15 seconds. When someone is out of cards, he wins at
the end of the round; if several
players are then out of cards,
they all win together.
Sounds easy, but is rather challenging - the plate was square,
yes, but the tablecloth was
green, unfortunately, again the
card could not be shed! Family
fun, pure and difficult! þ

INFORMATION

When nothing happens, the
next player becomes the active
player and rolls the die to determine the number of chickens
the fox will steal.
When, however, the trousers
drop, all players need to save
the chickens as fast as they can.
All collect - using one hand only
- chicken for chicken, one after
the other, and place them onto
their personal hen coop card.
When nobody can fill the coop
completely, you play another
round. Whoever manages first
to collect five chickens in his
coop, calls „Fuchs-Alarm“ and
wins the game.
A familiar game mechanism - a
random generator triggers an
action with consequences - is
implemented here in a fun action game. The fox unit is stable,
the chickens tumble nicely, fox
and chickens, however, demand
assembly work before the very
first game, with adult assistance.
The waiting for the trousers to
drop is thrilling for older players,
too, and is greeted with exultations by children. þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

6+

TIME:

20+

Designer: M. N. Andersen
Artist: Natalia Zelenina
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Game Factory 2016
www.gamefactory-spiele.com

EVALUATION
Memo
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en it pl ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple mechanism * Big
challenge for your memory
* Nice components
Compares to:
Memo games featuring
differences
Other editions:
Lifestyle (de en ru), G3 (pl), dv Giochi
(it)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4+

TIME:

10+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Goliath Toys 2016
www.goliathtoys.de

EVALUATION
Action
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Adult assistance necessary
for assembling
Compares to:
Schweine Schwarte
Other editions:
Goliath B.V. (nl)
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PRESENTATION

u FURY OF DRACULA / GANG UP!

FURY OF DRACULA

HUNTERS AND HUNTED
One player impersonating Dracula against up to four players as
hunters who try to find Dracula
and eliminate him, while he
moves across Europe and creates new vampires. Hunters
should concentrate to look for
Dracula in the biggest possible
area and collect items, events
and tickets to have enough
means in hand when they find
Dracula.

A round of the game comprises a Hunter phase of Day and
Night, followed by a Dracula
phase. Each hunter resolves a
day action, then each hunter resolves a night action, always in
the order of the activation number - Movement, Supply, Trade,
Special, Reserve ticket, Rest or
Search. Hunters may communicate any time, also about cards
in their hand, albeit with Dracula

GANG UP!

CRIMES FOR STATUS

You want to raise to greatest
gangster boss, recruit legendary
gangsters and commit crimes,
alone or with an ally. Successfully committed crimes enhance
your status. Influence or gangster action cards cause loss of
status for your fellow players.
Whoever gains 20 status points
first, wins.
You use three types of cards Crime and two types of resource

20

cards, Influence and Gangsters.
At the start, one gangster per
player, with status 5 or lower, is
placed into Jail, then gangster
and influence cards are shuffled
for the face-down stack of resource cards, as are all crime
cards. Players start the game
with six resource cards and a status value of 5. To be able to play
a card, a player’s status must be
equal to or higher than the sta-
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sharing the information; only in
a Trade action you can communicate without Dracula listening.
In his phase, Dracula moves
across sea or roads, not along
railway tracks, using face-down
location cards on his track; a
new Dracula location must be
adjacent to his current location.
Then he places an Encounter
card, which puts obstacles for
the hunters, with traps or creating of new vampires. Dracula
wins, if he reaches case 13 of
his influence track. Influence is
gained from matured encounter cards, from resolving the
„Fangs“ combat card and from
defeating a hunter. The Hunters win together, when Dracula
has taken 15 damage and is defeated.
Adventurous fun, which, however, needs concentrated play
and optimum use of resources
from the hunters! The new edition has a new design and was
streamlined, the rules could be
better, but if you work your way
through them you will have a
fantastic time! þ

INFORMATION

tus value of the intended card.
The active player draws a card
and places any number of gangsters with suitable status into
his Headquarters and can then
swap a gangster from his hand
with one of lower status from
Jail. Then you can draw another
card and end your turn or play
a Crime card and provide manpower per the demands of the
card, either from your Headquarters or from another player
who you invited to be your ally
or from influence cards that you
play. Then all other players can
play influence or gangster actions to change the outcome.
When then there are enough
gangsters left to meet the manpower demand of the crime, active player and an eventual ally
win status accordingly; if not,
they lose status.
Nice and attractive, with
comic-style card illustrations!
Mechanism are standard and
the crimes are witty - cards are
kidnapped, piggy banks are
robbed or dirigibles are pricked.
þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

14+

TIME:

180+

Designer: S. Hand, F. Brooks
Artist: Team
Price: ca. 60 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2016
www.heidelbaer.de

EVALUATION
Fantasy, adventure, cooperation
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: cn cz de en es fr it pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Third edition * Revised,
streamlined Version: *
Rules: * In-game text:
* Gaming experience
helpful * Rules not ideally
structured
Compares to:
Earlier editions of Fury of Dracula,
asymmetrical Fantasy adventures
Other editions:
Game Harbor (cn), ADC Blackfire (cz),
Fantasy Flight (en, fr), Edge Entertainment (es), Galakta (pl), Giochi Uniti (it)

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

12+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Keijzer, Meer
Artist: Robin Keijzer
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: HOT Games 2016
www.hotsports.nl

EVALUATION
Cards, gangster
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: en nl pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Rules in two languages,
cards in English only * Cute
comic graphics * Good,
concise rules * Witty crimes
Compares to:
All card games with gangster topic and card value demands
Other editions:
Hot Games (Kickstarter, Print & Play),
Czacha Games (pl, announced)
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PRESENTATION

GOOAAAAAL! / HOAX t

GOOAAAAAL!

DICE FOR SOCCER

You simulate a soccer game,
using three rolls for each of the
two half times. Each player has
a team of nine dice. Symbols on
the dice represent, for instance,
Offense, Defense, Off-Side, Free
Kick, Joker, Yellow Card, Red
Card, Fans or Missed Shot, in
varying combinations on the
dice. Junior, Trainer and Collector Sets - those are available for
teams of 26 different countries

7
- have different symbols.
Each offense symbol not neutralized by an opposing defense
symbol scores one point at the
end of a half. Off-Side annuls
an opposing offense symbol of
the current round. Free Kick you can re-roll the dice, only in
some teams. Joker, only in some
teams, you can use him for offense or defense. Yellow Card - is
marked on the scorecard, turns

HOAX

THE BEST LIER WILL WIN!
The legacy of millionaire Vargas
must be distributed; each of the
potential heirs wants to reveal
the others as swindlers and be
the only true heir the end.
Identities are secret and you
must pretend to be someone
else without revealing your real
identity and, at the same time,
try to find out the real identity
of others. You begin the game
with a secret identity card and a

www.gamesjournal.at

resources marker of your choice.
As active player, you can implement three action options in
any order:
1. Claim - this you must do; you
name a character and use his
ability. If someone accuses you
of lying, all players first discuss
and then vote; if the majority believes that you lied, you
must reveal your real character
and have either won because

into a Red Card when it appears
twice. Red Card: You claim a
penalty at the end of the half
time or your opponent must remove a die from the game. For
a Penalty, both players roll, who
is first to assembly the XL ball
from four correctly aligned part
symbols, scores. Out of three
fans in a roll you can use one for
a defense symbol, in case of four
fans you can use one for an offense symbol. Missed Shot - only
in some teams - has no effect
whatsoever.
In a game of three or more players you attack to the right and
defend to the left in the first half
time and vice versa in the second half time. In a game with an
even number of players you can
also play in two teams!
A well-working and fun dicerolling simulation for soccer
fans, offering several versions.
The game plays quickly and can
be played anywhere, accessories like a mat or a score card are
available to upgrade the game.
þ

INFORMATION

you told the truth, or you must
take an Impostor Token and put
it on your reference sheet on
the character that you falsely
claimed to be, you can never
again claim to be this character
during the rest of the game.
2. Investigate - this you do
several times, you discard any
resource marker for each investigation; you see four suspicion
cards of the targeted person,
among them the on with his
real identity.
3. Accuse - only one per turn!
You hand the suspicion card of
the identity you suspect him to
have to the targeted person; if
the suspicion card corresponds
to his character card, he says
“yes” without naming the character and is eliminated. If he says
“no”, you are eliminated yourself.
Cute, communicative, challenging - you can neither make
notes nor pass on information
on cards you did see; Hoax gets
more thrilling with each additional game, experienced players can add Immunities to the
rules. þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2+

7+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Laurent Vergneau
Artist: Laurent Vergneau
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: GooaAAAal! 2016
www.gooaaaaal.com

EVALUATION
Dice, soccer
Users: For families
Version: en
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Different dice in three
different sets * Rules for
several versions * Simple,
well-structured rules
Compares to:
Sport simulation using dice
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

14+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Bill Eberle und Team
Artist: L. S. Beltrán, Team
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2016
www.heidelbaer.de

EVALUATION
Bluff, secret identities
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
New edition, first edition
Eon1981 * Some gaming
experience is advantageous * You cannot make
notes
Compares to:
Bluff games on identities, earlier editions of Hoax
Other editions:
Fantasy Flight Games (en)
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PRESENTATION

u JET SET JUMBO JETS / KILL DOKTOR LUCKY

JET SET JUMBO JETS

HOTELS AND CHARTER FLIGHTS
In Jet Set you acquire rights
for air links between cities and
place planes on those links.
In Phase 1 of a turn you replenish Flight Cards; more cards can
be added for money. In Phase
2 you have one of five actions:
Place planes on free links, mark
them and pay for them - Place
planes on own and opposing
links and pay - Take a Flight Card
and remove one of your planes

from the link per track section Income from Flight Cards. When
two vacation cards have been
revealed, you only use cards
on display or Final Flight cards
from your hand. Cities on a Final Flight Card must be visited
in order; when you played this
card, you have only one action:
Place one plane per round on
the Final Flight Card for 2 victory
points per plane. When all Final

KILL DOKTOR LUCKY

DELUXE JUBILÄUMSAUSGABE
All guests in Doctor Lucky’s
manor want to kill Doctor Lucky
to win! You begin in the Foyer
with 5 or 6 cards in hand; Doctor
Lucky starts in the gallery, and
depending on the number of
players you use different numbers of rooms.
Game turns comprise the
phases Movement and Action.
Movement means one step into
an adjacent room; corridors and

22

stairs are not rooms and you
can play movement cards for
additional steps. In the Action
Phase - here lines of sight come
into play - you have two options:
You can draw a card if you are
out of sight of all others and of
Doctor Lucky. If this depletes the
card pile, the light is turned off
and lines of sight become unimportant, you are only seen by
characters in the same room. Or
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Flight Cards have been played
or when you place the 5th plane
on your Final Flight Card, you
score all Flight Cards, Final Flight
Card and planes on it.
The Jumbo Jets expansion introduces four modules:
1. Jumbo Jets are used in links,
other planes in the link are removed and they block the links
for further planes. 2. Charter
Flight – an additional board and
the action option of Charter
Flight, you need to own all links
from start to destination for
such a flight. 3. Hotels – You begin with two hotels, have hotel
building as action option and,
when you acquire a flight card
and have a hotel in a city on the
card, you receive money. 4. City
Bonus – the first player with a
flight from or into a city receives
a bonus. The expansion also features new Flight Cards.
Jumbo Jets offers more tactic
and more options for the links
network and your fleet, and can
be combined with all other expansions. þ

INFORMATION

you can try to kill Doctor Lucky,
if you are alone in a room with
him and out of sight of all others.
For a murder attempt you play
weapons and motives in addition to the basic strength of
your character; other players
can counter this by playing
cards with luck symbols; more
luck symbols than strength
prevent the murder. After each
player turn Doctor Lucky moves,
in numerical order of the rooms.
If he enters a room with a character, it is then this player’s turn.
This edition also offers an alternate board, a playing piece for
a pet and a mini game called
Flucht aus Luckys Herrenhaus,
which you play after the main
game, featuring Doctor Lucky’s
ghost.
This game is around since 1999,
and a continuing favorite; satirical as is usual with James Ernest,
witty and with cute details like
pets or bonuses for use of weapons in the right location - welldone fun for casual games as
well as for experienced players.
þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

12+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Kris Gould
Artist: Mike Raabe
Price: ca. 22 Euro
Publisher: Wattsalpoag Games 2016
www.wattsalpoag.com

EVALUATION
Placement, connections
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice topic * Game also
good for families with
some gaming experience
* Attractive mechanism
details
Compares to:
Jet Set and Jet Set Distant Lands
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-8

AGE:

12+

TIME:

40+

Designer: James Ernest
Artist: I. Evans, B. Becker, J. Ernest
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Truant Spiele 2016
www.truant.de

EVALUATION
Satire, card management
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Witty, satirical topic * Very
well-designed details *
Good for casual gamers as
well as experienced players
* Attractive design
Compares to:
Get Lucky; all earlier editions of the
game; Cluedo for movement through
rooms
Other editions:
Kill Doktor Lucky, Truant; many earlier
editions
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PRESENTATION

KLAPPE! / KULLERHEXE t

KLAPPE!

ONLY TALKING IS BETTER!
Wanted: Quick-witted repartees
to the most important questions in life! The aim of the game
is simply to get as few Klappe!
cards as possible.
Each player is given one of 50
answer cards, each of which
carries four answers, and one
Klappe! card; the 50 statement
cards, carrying two statements
each, are stacked face-down.
The Klappe! card is laid out and

16

covered with any other card.
The game master of the current
round draws a card and makes
a statement from this card to
his left neighbor, who now answers as quickly as possible and
with the right intonation, using
an answer from his card. Then
the game master makes a statement towards each remaining
player in the round, always with
a different statement and draws

KULLERHEXE

WUTZELS HELPERS FOR THE WITCH
The scatterbrained Kullerhexe
keeps losing her magic objects
and must quickly find them all
before the magic forest makes
them disappear forever. Luckily, there are the little Wutzels,
who help the witch to find her
objects and are rewarded with
berries by her.
The forest is prepared with floor
and trees and the witch is put on
one of the eight items depicted
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6

on the forest floor, and her hat
is loosely put on her head. Aim
of the game is to find, in varying
teams of two players, as many
objects by directing the witch
to their locations. Together in
a team with your left neighbor
you turn over a target card and
display it; then you direct the
witch to that item, she must
come to a halt on it - directing
the witch happens by pressing

the necessary cards from the
stack. At the end of the round
the game master says “Klappe!”
to the player who he believes
gave the worst or least suitable
answer; this player slides the
cover card of his Klappe! card
down by one line. Then the next
player in clockwise direction becomes the starting player of the
next round.
Players can only give an answer
from their card once, then a new
answer card is drawn. If someone must reveal the bottom line
on his Klappe! card, the game
ends and the winner is whoever
has revealed the fewest lines on
his Klappe! card and thus gave
the least worst answers.
The mechanism of a well-known
game for children, adapted for
adults - the selection is nearly as
random and the result usually
as witty as the judgement of the
game master is arbitrary. And
yet, the game is fun and there
are lots of laughter on the resulting statement/answer combinations. þ

INFORMATION

down one or more of the plugs
in the corners of the board; the
witch rolls in the direction where
the floor was lowered. When the
witch has arrived at the current
item, you set the card aside and
can continue with a new card,
if the timer has not run out.
Should the witch become stuck
in a puddle or a Wutzel cave or
drops her hat, your turn ends
immediately.
When the time runs out or if you
had to terminate your turn, each
member of the team receives a
berry chip for each target card
and puts them into his Wutzel
cave. Then you place a star on
any of the trees. When the last
star has been placed, you win
with most berries.
What a marvelous mix! A little
stress from the timer, a bit of
cooperation and communication on how to guide the witch,
some dexterity in directing her
and lots and lots of fun in rolling
the witch around. Take care, get
her away from that tree, or her
hat will drop! þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

3-10

AGE:

16+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Y. Hirschfeld, F. Bleuze
Artist: Fiore
Price: ca. 19 Euro
Publisher: HUCH! & friends 2016
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Communication, question/
answer
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Adult version of a children
game * Nice selection of
questions and answers *
Result rather random
Compares to:
Alle lachen, Piatnik
Other editions:
Taggle, Longalive (en), Taggle, Le droit
de perdre (fr)

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

6+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Marco Teubner
Artist: Rolf Vogt
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Drei Magier / Schmidt 2016
www.dreimagier.de

EVALUATION
Dexterity, teamwork
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Enchanting components
* Cute background story
* Very nice mix of mechanisms
Compares to:
Beppo der Bock and other
marble rolling games with targeting
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u LUMINA / MAKE ‚N’ BREAK ARCHITECT

LUMINA

LOOKING FOR LIGHTNING BUGS
Lightning bugs dwell on the
island of Lumina and hide in
any available hide-out; players search for them. The board
shows locations and paths between those locations. Location tiles for all those locations
are set down face-down, the
lightning bugs are shuffled bug
side up; then you turn over four
of them and place them on the
corresponding location; the

5

player markers begin at any location without an illuminated
ring.
The active player turns over a
location tile - if he can reach this
location directly with his marker
and the location is empty, he
moves there and can continue
to turn up location tiles and
move to the location until he
either reveals an occupied location or one that he cannot

MAKE ‚N’ BREAK ARCHITECT

FOLDING RULE AS CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
The core mechanism of the
Make ‚n‘ Break games remains
the same - you reproduce
shapes on templates. This time,
however, not one player is trying to form as many shapes as
he can within the time frame
of the timer with the available
blocks, but each player has a
folding rule and all players simultaneously use the same
template.

24

8

The folding rule has ten segments in ten colors, the building
cards are green on one side for
easy shapes and yellow on the
other side for difficult shapes
and are stacked accordingly.
Each player begins with a completely opened folding rule and
the top building card is revealed.
All players now try simultaneously to form the template
shape on the card with their
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reach directly. In this case his
turn ends and all open location
tiles are turned back over again.
If you reach a lightning bug, you
take it and set down a new one
from stock on its corresponding
location; your turn ends. Whoever finds five lightning bugs
first, wins the game.
In a version for more experienced players, location tiles are
evenly dealt to all players; the
active player reveals one of his
choice; if he reaches the location, he takes the tile and sets
it down open-faced, and can
continue. If he cannot reach a
location, the location tile stays
in its place and all open tiles are
turned back over where they
are. So, you must memorize
where a location tile is currently
to be found.
A nice story and pretty components! The mechanism of
memorizing location cards in
combination with finding and
planning optimum paths is very
nice; experienced players will
have fun with the version featuring changing positions of the
location cards. þ

INFORMATION

folding rule. When the template
shape is monochromatic, you
must only form the shape. When
the template shows colors, you
reproduce the shape with the
depicted colors in the given
positions, the other colors are irrelevant. Parts of the folding rule
that you do not need are folded
away behind other parts, the
shape must exactly correspond
to the template. If you are done,
you call “first” and turn over the
timer. Now all other players
have the runtime of the timer to
form the shape correctly. Then
all players with a correct shape
score the points stated on the
template card and take point
chips. The first one to form the
shape scores one bonus point.
You win with 12 points.
Folding instead of stacking. A
creative and cute idea, which
works exceedingly well and
is, maybe, a tat more difficult
than stacking, as you cannot
simply take the block you need,
but must fold superfluous segments away properly. Spatial
thinking is fun! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Udo Peise, M. Teubner
Artist: Kwanchai Moriya
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2016
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Memo, collect
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Attractive design, * Somewhat challenging graphics
* Nice story
Compares to:
Motion games with memorizing targets
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Kirps, Kruchten, Pellin
Artist: Walter Pepperle
Price: ca. 31 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2016
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Shape forming
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very attractive variant
Compares to:
All other editions of Make
‘n’ Break
Other editions:
Currently none
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MARRYING MR. DARCY / MIT LIST UND TÜCKE t

MARRYING MR. DARCY

BEAUTY AND REPUTATION
As one of the young ladies from
Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice
you want to appear to your best
advantage to possible suitors.
You attend events, improve
your character and use cunning
if necessary. You can turn down
a proposal, but risk to end up as
an Old Maid.
The game comprises the sections Courtship and Proposal.
In the Courtship section, you

draw an event card, resolve it
and maybe discard a character
card. Events vary, you usually
draw and play a character card.
Beauty, Wit, Friendliness and
Reputation give you points for
the final scoring, when played
on your heroine, and they also
influence which suitor can/will
propose. Cunning does not give
points for the final scoring, but
determines the turn order in the

MIT LIST UND TÜCKE

SAINT, EXECUTIONER AND WITCH
Intrigues at court, you try to
position your characters to gain
influence tokens, the value of
which is determined only at the
end of the game.
There are 20 characters of rank
1-120, ten of them come with
a light backside, ten with a dark
one. In each of four chapters
you play four rounds. In a chapter, you are first dealt two light
cards and hand one of them to
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the left; then you get two dark
cards and hand one to the right.
In a round, you play a card and
stack it open-faced on top of
the previous ones. In round I
of Chapter I the oldest player is
starting player, then always the
player with the highest rank on
an open card; in round IV you
thus determine the starting
player for round I of the next
chapter.

PRESENTATION

Proposal section.
When all event cards are played,
you are active in descending order of your cunning point total.
First you determine the - still
available - suitors whose standards you meet; for instance, Mr.
Darcy demands a Wit total of 5
from your heroine. Then you can
decide on Ladies Choice; you
choose one suitor only and have
+1 for the roll. If not, you roll for
the available suitor with the
lowest number; in case of a roll
result of 4-6 the suitor proposes.
If you do not accept it, you roll
for the next suitor, if you did not
choose Ladies Choice. If nobody
proposes, you turn Old Maid. In
the end, you win with the highest total of character and marriage points.
Strategic choices for partners
- do I try to get the one and
only or do I present myself as
ubiquitous as possible to get a
maximum of suiters interested?
A very witty and cute interpretation of the novel, you can even
win the game as an Old Maid! þ

INFORMATION

The instructions on a card are
usually resolved instantly and
then the card has no effect
anymore; only King, Queen
and Executioner are active until
covered; instructions beginning with “You may” need not
be resolved. When a character
eliminates another one, this
character goes out of play for
the chapter, together will cards
currently stacked underneath.
A successful elimination gives
you a token worth 1 point. After
four rounds, you receive influence tokens for non-eliminated
characters, the starting player
for the next round helps himself
first. After four chapters, each influence token is worth as many
points as there are tokens left in
stock.
A thrilling, sophisticated game
with an attractive mix of luck of
the draw, memorizing cards and
tactics; you need to find the best
balance between gaining influence and eliminating characters
for tokens to be left over; how
nice if you can play the Executioner in round IV! þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

13+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Erika K. Svanoe
Artist: Erik Evensen
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Evensen Creative 2016
www.marryingmrdarcy.com

EVALUATION
Cards, events
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Based on Pride and
Prejudice * Familiarity with
the novel is an advantage
* Topic very nicely implemented * Pretty design *
Variants are listed
Compares to:
Card games with event cards
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Michael Rieneck
Artist: F. Vohwinkel, I. Vohwinkel
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2016
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Card interaction
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Absolutely fantastic
illustrations * Thrilling,
attractive mechanism *
Sophisticated, challenging
scoring method * Good
card memory is helpful
Compares to:
Love Letter and other games with
card interaction
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u MUCKINOS / NAOVA

MUCKINOS

ACROSS THE GOBLIN FOREST
Muckinos are little goblins
roaming the enchanted forest.
They love to sleep long and often and so they get upset when
you disturb them, so tread softly.
36 forest tiles show various animals and plants on their front
side - deer, bird, squirrel, frog or
mushroom - and forest on the
back side. The forest tiles are laid
out, forest side up, in a 6x6 grid.

5

Each player chooses a marker
and the starting tile of the same
color; the starting tile is put in
front of one side of the grid and
you put your marker on it.
As the active player, you turn
over one of the six forest tile in
the row in front of your mover
and then you turn over a second
tile anywhere in the grid. When
the images on the two turnedup tiles are different, you do not

NAOVA

HEROES VERSUS HEROES
Heroes battling heroes! Some
of them are „undead“ heroes; all
have a basis strength and most
also a special ability for a certain
phase of the conflict, with information on the hero cards.
All heroes are shuffled and each
player is dealt six heroes, the
rest is draw pile. Conflicts are resolved in maximum three phases and at the end of each phase
you check if the conflict is won.

26

10

For phases I, II and III you play
one, two or three hero cards
face-down. Then all reveal their
cards simultaneously and sum
the total strength for each hero,
basic strength plus modifications for special abilities for the
phase: those abilities must be
use when corresponding to the
phase. When a hero with a special ability for Phase II is played
in Phase I, his special ability is
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move and turn both tiles back
over again. But if the images on
both revealed tiles are identical,
you put your marker on the first
tile you turned up - you have
moved one step further into the
forest! The second tile is turned
back over again und you have
another turn. When you find a
Muckinos tile - there are three
of them - you must move your
marker backwards one row and
turn over all open-faced tiles
again. Open tiles with a marker
on them remain open. Only one
marker is allowed on a tile at any
time.
Whoever is first to move his
marker on any of the six forest
tiles in the last row of the grid,
opposite to his starting tile, wins
the game.
Simple and simply nice! The
mechanism is easy - children
can play alone after an explanation - and the topic is nice;
drawings are cute, especially
the grinning mushrooms, and
all is packed into a very handy,
small box. What more can you
want? þ

INFORMATION

not applied.
When, at the end of a phase,
there is a unique winner with
most strength, the conflict ends,
regardless of the phase, and
the winner takes all heroes for
victory points. If not, all players involved in the tie of highest value play the next phase,
the others are out of the game.
When there is no unique winner
in Phase III, all involved heroes
remain on the table for the next
conflict. All players then replenish their hand to six cards for the
next conflict. If you cannot completely fill your hand, the game
ends and each hero in your
stack for victory points is worth
one point, Naova gives you 10
bonus points.
Cool and cute with fantast drawings and surprising effects of
abilities, sometimes a hero can
come back into the conflict in a
later phase. A very well-working
mechanism with fascination
combination options for abilities. Shall we play again? þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Manfred Ludwig
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 11 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2016
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Memo, movement
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: cz de en fr hu it pl sk
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice topic * Pretty graphics
* Very simple mechanism *
Small box
Compares to:
Memo games with movement based on pairs found
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

10+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Jeremie Kletzkine
Artist: Loren Fetterman
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2016
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Card strength, conflict
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Super mechanism *
Surprising combination options * Simple rules * High
replay value
Compares to:
Card games with card
strength comparison
Other editions:
Currently none
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RAPTOR / RAUF!EN t

RAPTOR

EXPLORER VERSUS VELOCIRAPTOR
A duel between explorers and
the Raptor mother for the Raptor babies: The explorers want
to catch three out of five babies
or neutralize the mother; the
mother wants to hide the babies
off-board or eat all explorers.
At the start of the game you
place four out of ten explorers, the Raptor mother and five
Raptor babies as well as the 3D
rocks as stated in the rules. Each

player has a set of nine action
cards of values 0 to 9 - the 9 has
no card effect, only its number
value - and you have always
three randomly drawn cards
in hand. Both players select a
card from their hand and then
reveal it - the effect of the lower
card is resolved and the other
player can spend the difference
between the two card values as
action points for special actions

RAUF!EN

FIGHT FOR THE TOP!
The wooden board shows 21
cases shaped like honeycomb
cells, arranged in the shape of a
pyramid, six cases in the bottom
row. Each player has ten cones
of a color and tries to get them
to the top case. For each cone
that reaches the case on top
of the pyramid, you score one
point. Whoever is first to score
three points first, wins.
In your turn, you can always ei-
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ther place one of your cones or
move a cone to the next higher
level. One case has room for only
three cones and they must be
of the same color, and you can
only enter one cone in a turn.
You can only move up one level,
when all cases in the current top
row are taken; in rows below
the current top row this rule
does not apply. To move up one
level you move all cones from

PRESENTATION

not available from the cards, the
effect of his card is ignored. If
you cannot draw to three cards,
you shuffle your discard pile.
Effects of the explorer cards are
Stun baby, Enter explorer, Movement and Fire, each twice in different intensity. Action points
can be used for Movement,
Rest, Stun baby, Catch stunned
baby or Shot at the mother. Effects of the Raptor cards are
Move baby to mother, Hide,
Frighten explorer and Rest, also
twice each in different intensity. Action points can be used
to Move baby, Move mother,
Mother eats explorer, Mother
wakes a stunned baby, Mother
douses one complete fire,
Raptor is a fantastic game for
two players; due to the limited
selection of cards you need to
consider and time their use carefully, and do not forget, played
cards remain visible! Card effects are nicely coordinated and
the components implement the
topic very nicely! þ

INFORMATION

a case into an adjacent case in
the next row. When the target
case is empty to pay one cone,
that is, take it back into stock. If
you move into a case with one
or two of your own markers, the
move is free, all cones remain on
the board. Three cones in a case
cannot be ousted. You can oust
opposing cones, if you move
x+1 of your own cones on a case
with x opposing cones and then
take the opposing cones and
the same amount of your cones
off the board. You are left with
one of your own cones in the
case. From row Five you may
move a cone into the top case
for free, and you can also move
into the case with two or three
cones at the same time; each of
them gives you one point.
Wonderfully abstract! You fight
your way up, fight hard for each
level and enjoy the challenge!
Don’t offer too many opportunities to your opponent! And
always try to achieve groups of
three cones. þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: B. Cathala, B. Faidutti
Artist: V. Dutrait, J. Wiese
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2016
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Use cards for marker placement
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Topic nicely implemented
with the components *
Well-balanced between
chance and tactic * No side
has an obvious advantage
to win
Compares to:
All asymmetrical 2-player games
Other editions:
Matagot (en es fr nl)

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: G. Schropp, P. Ehnis
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design 2016
www.spiel-und-design.eu

EVALUATION
Abstract, placement
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Classy wooden components * Rules very concisely
written * Lots of thrilling
challenges with few rules
Compares to:
All abstract placement
games for two players
Other editions:
Currently none
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u RHODES / SCHMUGGLER

RHODES

ISLAND HUSBANDRY AND A HARBOR
On Rhodes, farmers cultivate
their acres, take products to the
harbor, meet orders and upgrade their farm to an estate.
After the set-up of the game
you play rounds comprises four
phases: In the action phase, you
have one action in turn and
then, again in turn, a second action; you place an action marker
on the intended action and implements this action instantly.

Then you replenish ships and
gold, take back back action
markers and production tiles
and determine the turn order
for the next round.
Actions are: Production - you
place production tiles on production cases, take the corresponding number of commodities and then distribute them to
the corresponding agriculture
tiles of entitled players. Farm - for

SCHMUGGLER

ABILITY TEST FOR GANG MEMBERS
Kartoffel-Charly searches for
new gang members with a
competition. Each player holds
three smuggling commodities
- Sweet, Sour and a Stink Bomb
- behind his screen and putty in
his screen color. Rolling track,
test fence, seesaw and board are
prepared as stated and you also
place one smuggling commodity in front of you screen.
Each round comprises dexterity

28

8

test, placement and control. You
roll dice to determine a hole in
the fence; then all form a putty
ball and hide one of their commodities in it. The ball should fit
through the current hole in the
fence. Hands must stay behind
your screen! If a red number is
rolled, you first form your ball
and then dice are rolled again to
determine the hole!
When your ball rolls down the
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the active player only; you mark
victory points, receive money,
use effects of the development
tile and move one of your own,
fully loaded ships into harbor;
goods on ships in the last cases
go to their owners. Harbor - twopart action; buy commodities
or meet an order, you can relinquish one of the actions. Market
- Sale of commodities from your
farm for money. Temple - Acquisition of victory points for
money. Town Hall - Acquisition
of development cards for the
Farm action or agricultural tiles
for production.
When you cannot replenish the
order tile display, you win at the
end of the action phase of the
round with most victory points,
including those from gold and
money you own.
Rhodes means management
of scarce resources and worker
placement, in an excellent mix
of challenging mechanisms;
timing is essential and you also
need to keep an eye on the actions of other players; very nice
and very good! þ

INFORMATION

track and through the hole within two tries, the ball is placed
into the bar and then - based on
its size - either with the boss or
into the junk room.
Then, players with balls with
the boss check a ball in the junk
room and bet on the content; if
your bet is correct you get commodities from stock for sweet
or sour or a stink bomb for later
use. When the controller guesses wrongly, checked players receive commodities from stock
or the controller, depending on
the content of the ball. Finally,
players who were not controlled
receive commodities from stock
or from another player. Whoever
owns 7x sweet or 7x sour or five
each of both, wins.
An undisputedly two-part game
with most of the fun in the first
part - forming balls by visual impression and hope that they will
pass the fence is lots more fun
than the rather random guessing what who could have been
smuggling. All in all, a nice family game! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Pieter Boots
Artist: J. Delval, A. Mourits
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: The Game Master 2016
www.thegamemaster.nl

EVALUATION
Development, resources
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Flexibility in decisions is
necessary * Several possible strategies * Gut mix
of mechanisms * Timing of
actions is essential
Compares to:
La Granja for topic, resources management
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: K. Teuber, B. Teuber
Artist: Fiore GmbH
Price: ca. 23 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2016
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Bluff, dexterity, guessing
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Dexterity part is more fun
than the guessing part *
The combination of both
makes a nice family game *
Cute comic-book segments
in the rules
Compares to:
Dexterity games with size assessment
Other editions:
Kosmos (en)

www.gamesjournal.at

SHABONO / SHAPY t

SHABONO

GESCHICKLICHKEIT IM RUNDDORF
Der Schamane übt mit den
Kindern des Stammes Auffassungsgabe und Schnelligkeit und
nutzt dazu Münzen mit Tierzeichnungen, die die Spieler schnellstmöglich nach Vorgabe sammeln.
In Runde I von Shabono sammelt man Münzen eines Tiers,
in Runde II Münzen von zwei
verschiedenen Tieren. Im Spiel
sind Gürteltier, Ibis, Baumsteigerfrosch, Blattheuschrecke, Was-

7

serschwein und Tukan, er ist ein
Joker für jedes andere Tier.
In Runde I zieht jeder Spieler ein
Tier aus dem Stapel mit einem
Wasserfall, der Schamane zuletzt,
für ihn bestimmt die Karte die
Blütenfarbe, ein Wurf der „Münze
der schnellen Hand“ bestimmt,
ob mit der linken oder rechten
Hand gesammelt wird, Zeitmünzen liegen gut gemischt, Kolibri
nach oben, aus.

SHAPY

HEARTS, STARS, TRIANGLES ...
The game features 41 colorful wooden disc tiles and three
dice. All three dice are identical
and each one shows a circle, a
square, a triangle, a heart, a flower and a star symbol. The tiles
come in different background
colors and show between one
and three of the symbols in
varying mixes and sizes. Several
game modes are listed for those
components:

www.gamesjournal.at
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Variant I - Players decide how
many tiles you must collect to
win. Then the tiles are spread
out, symbol side up, on the
cloth. The active player rolls all
three dice and all players search
for the tile that corresponds to
the dice result with all symbols.
Whoever finds it first, takes it,
whoever collects the agreed
number first, wins.
Variant II is played with adult as-

PRESENTATION

Mit dem Ruf „Shabono“ des Schamanen beginnen alle zu sammeln - die Spieler suchen und
sammeln ihr Tier einzeln mit der
korrekten Hand und stapeln gefundene Tiere in ihrem Sammelring. Der Schamane sucht gleichzeitig unter seinen Zeitmünzen
die Blume seiner Blütenfarbe,
nicht passende Münzen dreht er
wieder um. Hat er alle vier Blumen gefunden, ruft er wieder
„Shabono“ und die Suche endet
für alle. Nun gibt es für einseitige
Münzen einen Punkt, für doppelseitige zwei, Tukane wertet
man meistbringend.
Waren alle einmal Schamane,
sammelt man in Runde II zwei
Tiere und der Schamane dreht
drei verschiedene Blüten um.
Varianten mit Münzen für spezielle Tiere.
So wie schon Moeraki-Kemu ist
auch Shabono ein ausgesprochen schönes Spiel hinsichtlich
Grafik und Material, der Mechanismus ist gelungen variiert
und die Sondermünzen Spinne,
Ameisenbär, Fledermaus und
Faultierhänger bringen Taktik ins
hektische Sammeln. þ

INFORMATION

sistance or with assistance from
a school child; again, the tiles are
spread out and you roll all three
dice, but you do not take the resulting tile. You just point it out
and score a point, noted by the
game master.
In Variant III, the tiles are dealt
evenly to all players; an eventual
rest is set aside. If you spot the
shape combination, provided
by the dice, among your tiles,
you place the tile in the middle
and you win, if you are first to
have shed all tiles.
The new edition of the game
within the series Beleduc Selection is packed in an attractive
sturdy tin and thus easy to carry
along. Shapy is an attractive
training for pattern and shape
recognition as well as color recognition, reaction and observation. You can also reduce the
number of dice and play only
with the tiles featuring one and
two symbols. If you use three
dice, 20 of 41 tiles are only fillings. þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

7+

TIME:

75+

Designer: Stefan Kiehl
Artist: Florian Buchner
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publ.: Kiehly Besondere Brettspiele 2016
www.kiehly.de

EVALUATION
Sammeln, Geschick
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Sehr attraktive Gestaltung
* Einfache Grundregel *
Taktik über spezielle Tiere
Compares to:
Sammelspiele mit TempoElement
Other editions:
Derzeit keine

PLAYERS:

1-8

AGE:

4+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Team beleduc
Artist: Christiane Hüpper
Price: ca. 21 Euro
Publisher: Beleduc 2016
www.beleduc.de

EVALUATION
Dice, pattern spotting,
reaction
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: cn de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition * Series
Beleduc Selection * Trains
concentration and reaction
* Difficulty can be varied
Compares to:
All games on shape and pattern
recognition
Other editions:
Currently none, first edition 2008
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u SILHOUETTE / SPEEDY WORDS

SILHOUETTE

DAS KARTENSPIEL

In analogy to the basic Silhouette game, you need to combine two silhouettes to a twopart noun. This time, the silhouettes are presented on cards, in
a double image. For 3-8 players,
you deal 10-6 cards per player,
the rest is stacked and one card
is turned over.
All players now quickly try, to
find a word using the image on
the turned-up card and the im-

age on a card from their hand.
There is no limit to your creativity in this game, an umbrella can
represent a screen or, since it
protects from the sun, it can be
a lamp shade if you combine it
with the card depicting a lamp.
So, you can take a sideways look
on objects, what looks like a
magnifying glass at first glance
can also be interpreted as a frying pan, the casino chips can

SPEEDY WORDS

QUICK ASSOCIATIONS
60 round cards have a letter side
and a category side; the category side shows a pictogram
and a color background for each
category, the letter carries three
different letters in three colors.
Cards are shuffled and stacked
category side up - categories are
Animals, Town, Country, Item,
Plant/Tree, Food, Famous Person, Job, Name for a Boy / Girl
and Film/TV series.

30

8
The starting player turns over
the top card and begins the
discard pile. All players quickly
call a word that fits the category
and begins with the letter of the
color corresponding to the category color. The first term called
for the card counts. If the term is
correct, that is, fits the category
and letter for the category, the
player who named the term
gets the card and reveals the
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be coins, and the musical note
can be this or used to represent
sound, music or be bird song
with the card showing a bird.
And, of course, the lamp can
also be light in the sense of not
heavy! All you need to to or be
is to be quick, because whoever
names a valid and - if necessary
- explainable combination, puts
his card from hand on top of the
card on the table and all players
now use this silhouette as part
of the next combination.
Of only two or three players engage in a game, each player is
dealt eight cards and one card
is revealed. Players are active
in turn; if you can combine two
silhouettes into a word, you can
discard the hand card, if not, you
draw a card.
In both versions of the game
you win, if you are the first player to be rid of all cards.
A handy version of the “big”
Silhouette game, plays quickly
and is good for any number of
players and provides lots of fun!
þ

INFORMATION

next one. If you name a wrong
term or a term that has already
been used, you give back one of
your cards already won and put
it with the current card underneath the stack. For the letters
A, O und U you may also name
words beginning with Ä, Ö or Ü.
When only one card is left in the
stack, you win with most cards.
A standard mechanism for association game, the difference is in
the pictograms for the categories, which make the game completely language-independent.
Some of the pictograms can be
varied for new categories, you
could name landmarks instead
of towns or furniture instead of
items or actors instead of films
and series or name items of
male or female gender instead
of names for boys and girls. Anyhow, the categories cover nearly
everything and the three letters provide enough variety for
many games and thanks to the
handy tin you can take and play
the game anywhere. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-8

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Horst Pöppel
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2016
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Words based on image
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Good vocabulary is an
advantage * Works well
for all numbers of players
* Handy and good to take
along
Compares to:
Silhouette and other word finding
games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

10+

Designer: TREO Game Designers
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Game Factory 2016
www.gamefactory-spiele.com

EVALUATION
Words, associations
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Handy tin * Standard
mechanism * Pictograms
for categories
Compares to:
All word finding games
on starting letters and
categories
Other editions:
Foxmind (en, fr, he), Lúdilo (es)
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STADT LAND ANDERS / STAR WARS CLUEDO t

STADT LAND ANDERS

SMALL SCHOOL? POLITICS WITH THREE VOWELS?
This is a variant on the mechanism of finding terms in the
tradition of Stadt Land Fluss and
other word finding games using categories. In this version,
you use category cards in four
levels of difficulty - marked with
stars on the backside - and 30
double-sided parameter cards
with green specifications for letters and blue specifications for
creative solutions.

8

You lay out categories of the
desired level of difficulty - level
Four is only available once as a
special challenge, you need to
find homonyms, that is, words
with two meanings - and note
them as column headers on
your sheet. Then you decide on
a certain type of specification letter or creative - or a mixture
of both and stack the cards.
For each round, you draw a

STAR WARS CLUEDO

BESPIN ODER TATOOINE?
Cluedo in the Star Wars universe,
the murder is known, because
Darth Vader wants to destroy a
planet - but which one? Where
are the plans of the Death Star
hidden? With what star ship will
the rebels flee?
At the start, you draw a card
from each category - planet,
room and star ship - and set
aside as mission file. The remaining cards are shuffled and dealt
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evenly to all, an eventual rest is
laid out as open information.
Then you move along the corridors, again as usual by rolling
dice, and try to enter a room. If
you cannot reach a room, you
must draw a corridor card and
resolve it - they give you Clear
Passage, Stormtrooper Ahead,
Arrest or Komlink, this card can
be saved for later use.
If you could enter a room, you

PRESENTATION

random specification from the
stack and read it out; all note it
on their sheet and then write
down a suitable term for each
category; you can use singular
or plural, and creative solutions
with an explanation are valid. A
term can never be used twice in
the game, not even by a different player. Solutions for similar
categories in one round must be
different. If you found a term for
all the categories or have at least
two and think you will not find
more, you call “Stop”. You announce your terms in turn and
score one point for each term
that was also written down by
another player, and two points
for solutions that you have
alone. Gaps on another player’s
sheet that are filled on your own
also give you one point. After
five rounds you win with most
points.
Standard and yet witty and
completely different! Have fun
with searching for a bashful
household item! þ

INFORMATION

ask a question about a planet,
a room and a star ship. Starting with your neighbor to your
left, players must show you one
card, if they hold one of those
that you asked for, but only to
you and never to other players.
And you will only see one card,
even if a player should hold two
or all of them. If you are shown
a card, you mark it on your clue
sheet and your turn ends. If you
think that you know all correct
answers, you move to the docking bay and check your answers
against the mission file. When
your answers are correct, you
show the file and win, otherwise
you remain in the game passively and can only show a card
when asked.
Cluedo as you know it love it,
the changes are visually spectacular and game wise rather
nice, for instance the elevators
or the corridor cards, but don’t
change the game much. Again,
a version of the classic game
with fabulous components
which will primarily enchant
fans of the Star Wars saga. þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2+

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Peter Neugebauer
Artist: Fiore GmbH
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2016
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Finding words
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Standard mechanisms *
Creative, witty categories
and letter specifications *
Variable level of difficulty
Compares to:
Stadt Land Fluss and other
word finding games using categories
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Hasbro 2016
www.hasbro.de

EVALUATION
Deduction, Star Wars
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Impressive 3D board * Standard game mechanisms
* Star Wars Characters for
playing pieces
Compares to:
Other Cluedo versions
Other editions:
Hasbro USA (en)
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u STEAM PARK PLAY DIRTY / TALISMAN DIE MAGISCHE SUCHE

STEAM PARK PLAY DIRTY

DIRECTORS AND ESPIONAGE
Modular expansion for Steam
Park, you can use the modules
individually and each on its
own, or use them all at once or
in any combination, always together with the core game.
Five-Player-Module - Components for a fifth player; in a game
of five players you only play five
instead of six rounds.
Ride Module - Extensions for the
rides in three different sizes;

10

those extensions cannot be
built on their own, but only as
an addition to a ride already
constructed. Visitors can be
placed on them; at the end of
the income phase you remove
visitors of a color different from
the extension color. The Golden
Extension costs you many when
there are only visitors of one
color on it, the Rusty Extensions
earns you money for this.

TALISMAN DIE MAGISCHE SUCHE

ERWEITERUNG: DER KATAKLYSMUS
In the lands of Talisman, the
end of the world has come and
gone, the aftermath of the cataclysm can be found on a new
board that can be combined
with all other expansions and
corner boards. The aim of the
game is that of the basic game,
you need to reach the central
Crown of Command and oust
other characters with a dominance spell. It is possible to use

32

only a few elements from Cataclysm, maybe the characters or
the Alternate Ending sheets.
Five characters come from both
before and after the catastrophe. The Black Knight, previously in the Middle Region, now
roams all the lands and forces
other characters to pay him gold
or life points. The Mutant has
changed due to magic energy
during the apocalypse, strength
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Stingy Visitors - they are joker
visitors, you can place them
anywhere, but they have little
money and give you now dirt,
and are considered to have their
own color for bonus card purposes.
Park Directors - new strategies
for your park, at the start of the
game one director tile is selected randomly; each one has different abilities.
The New Stands module introduces Fountain, Hall of Mirrors,
Office, Shooting Gallery and Incinerator.
Espionage Dice - the module offers indirect interaction among
players; each player takes two
additional Danari and one Espionage Die which is rolled as
usual; it is not influenced by
rides, does not count towards
bonus card and if you use him,
you pay four Danari, but one Danari less for each identical action
icon on your neighbor’s pig tile.
Cool, cooler - Play Dirt! The cute,
witty and interesting core game
has been upgraded attractively
and felicitous. þ

INFORMATION

and other abilities fluctuate. The
Scavenger was born afterwards,
is continually on the move and
hides his treasures. The Arcane
Scion was born during the outburst of Magic Energy and has
learned to use it to control magic items and spells. The Barbarian cannot use any magic, but is
also protected from it.
A new feature are decks for Denizens and Remnants; both card
types can be found on cases on
the board, they are not adventure cards are do not count towards the number of cards on a
case. There are also terrain cards,
which are placed on cases on
the board due to other effects
in the game and change the effects of cases.
Der Kataklysmus / The Cataclysm is an impressive and
wonderful finale for Talisman, a
must-have for all fans, providing
lots of additions for each aspect
of the game while leaving the
basic rules unchanged; there is
enough in it to yield countless
games and yet it is very sad the
the adventure ends here. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: L. Silva, F. Latini
Artist: Marie Cardouat
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Horrible Games 2016
www.horrible-games.com

EVALUATION
Dice, development
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice ideas for new strategies * Components very
attractive * Short, concise
rules
Compares to:
Rummelplatz, Coney Island,
Steam Park
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

14+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Samuel W. Bailey
Artist: Evan Simonet, Team
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2016
www.heidelbaer.de

EVALUATION
Fantasy adventure
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: cn de en it
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Final expansion * New
board * Expands all
features of the game *
Fantastic design
Compares to:
All Talisman editions and
expansions
Other editions:
Fantasy Flight Games (en), Game
Harbor (cn), Giochi Uniti (it)
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TATSU / TATÜ-TATA, DIE FEUERWEHR IST DA t

TATSU

A GAME OF DRAGON MASTERY
Dragons confront each other in
an arena comprising an inner
and an outer ring of 24 cases
each, opposite cases in the inner and outer ring are framed
to form a segment. Each player
commands the pieces of one
background color - four green
Vine Dragons, three blue Water
Dragons and two red Fire Dragons.
You roll two dice and move

pieces accordingly along the
inner ring; black pieces move
in clock-wise direction, white
pieces move counter-clockwise; one piece per dice result,
also with using the same piece
twice. When the target space
in the inner ring is taken, the
dragon changes into the outer
ring of the target segment. You
cannot end a move on a completely filled segment, but such

TATÜ-TATA,

DIE FEUERWEHR IST DA!
Fire fighting operation with
five crew members, but unfortunately two have overslept
and miss the operation! Each
player has one fire engine with
beacon - a tile with a hole for a
blue piece - and site cards for
hydrant, fire station and fire. Ten
Slow Burner cards are laid out in
four stacks with 4-3-2-1 cards.
In four rounds, all play simultaneously and each of the four
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rounds comprises a set-up
phase and an operation phase.
In the set-up phase the top operation card is turned over and
all place their fire, their station
and - depending on the version
you play - one or two hydrants
in the arrangement given by
the operation card. The active
Slow Burner card always shows
the two crew members who
overslept and must stay behind.

PRESENTATION

segments are counted towards
the range of movement. A Vine
Dragon blocks an opposing
dragon, if he enters a segment
with such a dragon. The Water Dragon ousts an opposing
dragon from a segment. The
fire dragon destroys an opposing dragon in a segment. From
colored corner segments, you
enter dragons from the Tray to
the Mat, with a roll of 1, 2 or 3
a dragon moves from the Mat
into the inner ring.
If one of your pieces encounters one of your own pieces in
a segment, it is also blocked. A
piece blocked by an opposing
dragon is freed by the lower result of a roll, the second result is
forfeit. Your own piece can only
be freed by moving the dragon
in the outer ring out of the segment. You win when your opponent has no piece left in arena or
Mat or if you you have destroyed
all opposing dragons of a kind.
Very beautiful and very good
- simple rules for an intense
game, the dice introduce
challenge and sudden turnarounds! þ

INFORMATION

All players put their remaining
three crew members onto their
car and begin to drive, starting point is the fire station. The
car card may only be moved by
placing one finger on the beacon to move it along. If you lose
a crew member on the way, you
stop the car, put the crew member back on and resume driving.
Whoever places his car with all
three crew men correctly next
to fire and hydrant, hits the Slow
Burner card with his hand and
calls “Fire out!”. He wins the Slow
Burner card. When one stack
of Slow Burner card is empty, a
new operation card is revealed
for a new round and hydrant,
fire and station are re-arranged.
When all Slow Burner cards are
taken after four rounds, you win
with most of them.
This game demands dexterity
and controlled and planned use
of movement, if you are too fast,
the crew slides off the car! Lots
of fun to play and good practice
for hand-eye-coordination. þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: John Yianni
Artist: John Yianni
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: HUCH! & friends 2016
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Abstract, placement
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Classy, attractive components * Simple rules * Easily
accessible * Lots of tactic,
also from dice results
Compares to:
Abstract 2-player games
Other editions:
Gen42 (en)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Artist: Peter Pfeiffer
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2016
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Dexterity
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice components * Lots of
fun with few components *
Variants are listed
Compares to:
Dexterity games with startfinish movement of pieces
Other editions:
Currently none
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u TOTEM / URBÁNIE

TOTEM

FOLLOW THE SYMBOLS
Four symbols on colored backgrounds - red, green, yellow and
blue - are depicted on four symbol tiles and - in random mixed
arrangement - on 94 of 10 x10
cases on the board; the remaining six cases are special cases in
black.
In a game of four players each
player has two totems; in a game
of three players, two players use
three totems of a color and the

7
third player uses four totems in
his color; in a two-player game
each player uses four totems of
a color. Totems start the tame in
the cases rimmed in their color
in one of the four border rows of
the board.
The four symbol tiles are shuffled and of them is revealed as
the currently forbidden symbol.
Then players are active in turn.
The active player moves one of

URBÁNIE

URBAN DEVELOPMENT OVER CENTURIES
Over six epochs of history you
build cities from the Middle
Ages to Modern Times and score
wealth, prestige and satisfaction
at the end of each epoch. For a
game, you either use the Central
Europe or the British Isles side of
the cards. You stack one Monument and two History cards per
epoch; each player begins with
four wealth and three starter
building cards. The remaining

34
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building cards form four openfaced stacks as specified in the
rules.
In your turn, you resolve one of
four actions or terminate the
epoch; you cannot pass your
turn. Actions are: 1. Buy the City
Growth card, if available, and
display it; in your next turn, you
must buy a building and pay for
with with the City Growth card.
2. Buy a Building card from one

ISSUE 502 / JANUARY 2017

his totems orthogonally in any
direction until the case in front
of another totem or in front of
a case that shows the forbidden
symbol. You may never enter a
case with the currently forbidden symbol!
If this lets you stop on a black
case or you deliberately move to
a black space, you can reveal another symbol tile to change the
forbidden symbol. You must do
this at the end of a move onto
a black case, you cannot use
a totem that is already sitting
in a black case. When a totem
reaches the opposite base line,
it stops and is not moved again.
Whoever is first to get all his totems to the opposite base line
of the board, wins the game.
Colorful; some tactic is necessary and sometimes you will
have to actively block an opponent; the forbidden cases are a
nice mechanism to determine
range of movement; all in all, a
good introduction to abstract
placement and position games.
þ

INFORMATION

of the four stacks and display it
in accordance with the placement rules, either as replacement of a building or as a new
building to let your city grow
by one building. 3. Activate a
History card, if available, put it
into your own city and resolve
it instantly or at the end of the
game. 4. Take monument card
of this or an earlier epoch, if your
buildings produce sufficient resources.
When the epoch ends, you remove the rest of its building
cards and take victory point tokens for points in your city. After
six epochs, you separately add
victory points for wealth, prestige and satisfaction. Then you
take the lowest total of the three
and add to it the victory points
for your monuments and leaders and triggering the game.
The highest total wins the game.
Urbánie is a very nice little urban
development game, very well
suited as an introduction for
families to the genre. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

7+

TIME:

30+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Tactic Games 2016
www.tactic.net

EVALUATION
Abstract, marker position
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: dk ee en fi fr hu nl no
pl ru se
In-game text: no
Comments:
Symbols are decoration,
colors would be sufficient
* Tactic possible * Good
introduction to abstract
games
Compares to:
All placement games about reaching
the opposite base line
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

7+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Petr Chval
Artist: M. Turek, N. Valentíny
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publ.: Self-published by Petr Chval 2016
www.facebook.com/urbanie2016

EVALUATION
Urban development, cards,
history
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: cz en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Bilingual components *
Unusual, very attractive design * Simple rules * Good
introduction to the genre
of urban development
Compares to:
Urban development games with
cards and card interaction
Other editions:
Currently none
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WORKSHOP TONTTU

QUICK ELVES - COMPLETED GIFTS!
As an elf, you produce gifts for
children but need to be faster
than other elves to score. 78 material cards comprise 33 cards
for sparkly, moving and personshaped things as well as 45 cards
for Sugar & Chocolates, Trees &
Stones, Gears & Screws, Cloth &
Thread and Lace & Beads. For 21
gifts - seven each for East, West
& South - there are two cards per
gift, with a wish side at the back

9

and a gift side at the front.
All hold five material cards and
simultaneously choose one and
put it on their work bench. In the
“Deliberation” mode, you point
at the material card or gift card
that you want to take - for the
gift card you discard the necessary material cards and take the
gift card; if you chose a material
card, you put it face-down on
your work bench; if a face-down

ZAUBERTRANK DER VIER ELEMENTE

INGREDIENTS FIRST, THEN UNTENSILS
80 motif discs showing ingredients, kitchen utensils and magic
utensils on red, blue, green or
white for Fire, Water, Earth or Air
are laid out with 11 black portals as indicated, including four
markers on starting spots.
You move a marker - they belong to all players - straight and
not over gaps onto a disc adjacent to a disc of marker color
and then take all adjacent disc

www.gamesjournal.at
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in marker color, as follows: Only
one disc in your first turn - only
empty discs - always only discs
of one group (ingredients for 1
point, kitchen utensils for two
and magic utensils for three
points) - ingredients at any time,
utensils only after collecting
one, two or three ingredients. If
you cannot move a marker, you
can jump to one of the 11 portals, provided a disc in marker

PRESENTATION

card is already there, it is now revealed. When two players select
the same card, none of them
gets it.
In the “Speedy” mode, you play
a material card and immediately
put the hand used for this onto a
material card or a gift card in the
general display. If you selected
a gift card, you can produce the
gift as in the Deliberation mode;
in case of several candidates
you can produce the gift, if you
announce most material cards
for it. If you put your hand on a
material card, you take it as in
the Deliberation Mode; in case
of several hands on the card, the
fastest player takes the card.
While all players hold more than
one of the initial five cards, you
draft cards and hand one or
three cards left or right, as directed by the indicator. If all are
down to one card in hand, the
round ends. When all gifts are
produced, you score for gifts per
destinations. þ

INFORMATION

color is adjacent.
For sets of four ingredients or
utensils in four colors you gain
power stones of value 4, 6 or 8.
Sets with all discs of a motif earn
you a corresponding power
stone. When you separate a
group of empty discs by taking a disc or jumping off such
a group, you can take all discs
in the group. Once in the game
you can force another player
with a hypnosis card to move
a marker of your choice. When
all discs have been taken, you
score discs and power stones.
There are variants using element discs and order cards.
This is a allrounder among abstract game! You can play it, depending on your gaming experience, without a lot of pondering, or try to make the tactical
most of it, as regards your own
sets and discs, with an eye on
what others are collecting. Wellmade, fun to play, of interest for
experienced players and beautiful, too! þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

AGE:

3-6

9+

TIME:

20+

Designer: S. Amioka, T. Amioka
Artist: Chie Suoh
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: KogeKogeDo / JB 2016
www.japonbrand.com

EVALUATION
Set collecting
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice topic * Card texts for
flavor only * Two game
modes * Simple rules
Compares to:
Set collecting games with a
reaction element
Other editions:
KogeKogeDo (jp)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Puttin, Mühlhäuser
Artist: B. König, C. Tisch
Price: ca. 29 Euro
Publisher: Steffen Spiele 2016
www.steffen-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Set collecting
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very attractive design *
Good rules with lots of
examples * Simple basic
mechanism * Lots of tactics
possible, resulting in lots of
in-game depth * Of interest
to experienced players
Compares to:
Isola and others with reducing playing area and movement options
Other editions:
Currently none
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GALLERY

u A QUICK GLIMPSE ON GAMES

AGRICOLA FAMILY EDITION
Publisher: Mayfair Games
Designer: Uwe Rosenberg

ANDROID NETRUNNER MUMBAD-ZYKLUS

8

Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Designers: Richard Garfield, Lukas Litzsinger

BRETTSPIEL OSTERNEST
Publisher: Frosted Games

A small farm with a farmer and his wife in two rooms must be
developed. In the preparation phase of a round you replenish
cases on the board. In the work time phase, you place a person
on a free action case – for building materials, family planning
and building, direct supplies, agriculture, husbandry and improvements. Actions without persons are Use Improvement and
Eat. In the Homecoming Time you take back your people and a
new action case becomes available. In Harvest Time after rounds
4, 7, 9, 11, 13 and 14 you harvest, feed people and breed animals.
After 14 rounds, you score persons, grain, animals, improvements and farm tiles. Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Runner versus Corporation. Both have their own deck of cards
and goals. The Corporation can spend three Clicks per turn for
actions; to install server protection or to trace the runner. The
Runner can spend four Clicks; for instance, for a Run – a hacker
attack on Corporation with different targets; when he manages
to get into a server he might find something valuable or just
destroy the Corporation project. If you collect seven points, you
win. Mumbad is the fifth cycle of data packs comprising Kala
Ghoda, Das Geschäft geht Vor, Demokratie und Dogma, Die Insel
Salsette, Der befreite Geist and Fürchte die Massen with a total
of 119 new cards. Version: de * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: yes

Collection of eight expansions, in analogy to the advent calendars:
Antarctica Penguin Expansion, Colt Express Rock, Dream Islands
Package Trip, Haus der Sonne Lava Tiles, My Village Vagrants,
Imperial Settlers Council, Snowdonia Wagons and T.I.M.E. Stories
Beacon. The box also contains a micro game, WELCHES SPIEL/
WHICH Game, by Jürgen Karla and Oliver Grimm, to determine
the next game to play; Set A is in the box.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Worker placement game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Data pack cycle for Android Netrunner for 2 players, ages 14+

Collection of game expansions

CACAO GOLDENER TEMPEL
Publisher: Abacussspiele
Designer: Phil Walker-Harding

ERRATE DIE BERUFE

8

Publisher: Ravensburger Spieleverlag
Designer: Gunter Baars

JUSTICE LEAGUE HERO DICE FLASH

5

Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Designer: Andreas Schmidt

10

Another module to expand Cacao. The rules for Cacao apply,
those changes are implemented: The Golden Temple replaces
one jungle tile Temple and is shuffled together with the remaining temple tiles and stacked. At the end of the game you score
the Golden temple with the other temples - first place in the
Golden Temple gives you eight gold, the second place gives you
one gold; otherwise, the rules for scoring temples apply.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Cards show various jobs, and there are movement cards and
item tiles. You use six jobs in a game with the corresponding
items and movement cards. The active player draws a movement card and makes one or several gestures accordingly, the
others try to guess the job and take an item tile. When all have
taken a tile, the card is revealed - the pantomime artist moves
one step for each correctly taken item tile, the guessers for each
arrow on their correctly taken tiles. There are rules for 2 players
and advances version using more jobs or a choice between pantomime and verbal explanation. Series Spielend Neues lernen.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Together with other heroes in the Justice league you fight villains alone, or you play in teams with friends, who use their own
sets. Heroes, towns and villains are prepared and all play simultaneously, you can play hero cards at any time. For an attack on a
villain card you roll dice. Then you apply villain and hero abilities
to the roll and hand out damage markers. A villain with damage
higher than his threat value is defeated. After a last round, you
score the town for villains and hero teams. Various hero sets are
available, you need one set per player and each hero set comes
with individual power, that is, dice, cards and abilities
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Cacao for 2-4 Players, ages 8+

Educational game for 2-4 players, ages 5-10

Dice game for 1-4 player, ages 10+

KING OF NEW YORK POWER UP!
Publisher: Iello
Designer: Richard Garfield

MONOPOLY JUNIOR YO-KAI WATCH

10

Publisher: Hasbro

WILLI WACKEL

5

Publisher: Goliath Toys

4

Even monsters evolve! This expansion features development
cards for the monsters from King of New York and also cards for
the monsters from King of Tokyo as well as a Mega Shark monster board. You have eight Evolution cards for a monster, draw
two and choose one of them for the starting evolution. Always
when you roll at least three green hearts for a monster, you draw
two evolution cards for a bonus and take one in hand. Some
evolutions can even be played in your opponent’s turn, thee
some that have a time limit and are discarded when used, and
there are permanent ones. In a variant you draft evolutions.
Version: en * Rules: en fr it * In-game text: yes

Playing with Yo-kai friends and at the same time being introduced to numbers and sums of money. Players move the favorite Yo-kai Watch characters - Jibanyan, Komajiro, Komasan und
Whisper – around a board shaped liked a Jibanyan und collect
medals with which they fill the empty slots on their personal Yokai Watch board. 24 event cards enliven the game and introduce
variation to the buying of medals, cashing pocket money and
receiving rent. The game comes with an exclusive collectible
medal, which can be scanned into the app.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

The dancing centipede, a green wiggling caterpillar, is still on the
move, in this new edition by the name of Willi Wackel! He shakes
and moves his green arms on his own when switched on. Players
have marbles of their own color in the bowls at the foot of the
game unit and use one hand only to pick up one marble and
put it into the little bowl at the end of one of Willi’s arms. When
a marble falls off you pick it up before placing another marble.
Sometimes Willy turns around, based on a random mechanism,
and you have to wait till he turns back. If you are first to place all
your marbles you win! New edition of Rappel Zappel.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Expansion for “King of ....” for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Monopoly variant for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Action and balance game for 2-4 players, ages 4+
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Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children + learn
With friends
For families
For experts

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactic
Creativity
Memory

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

REVIEW

TOY AWARD 2017 / LEGAL DISCLOSURE t

Winner Baby&Infant (ages 0-3)
Tegu BEANS & TUMTUM Magnetic Wooden Block Set

Winner PreSchool (ages 3-6)
Mighty Mountain Mine

Winner SchoolKids (ages 6-10)
LEGO BOOST

Winner Teenager&Adults (ages 10+)
Revell Control X-treme Raver VR Racer
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